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Editorial
We celebrate postgraduate scholarship at Batchelor Institute in this special 
Ngoonjook edition. 

A Kungarakan word meaning ‘news’ or ‘Listen up!’, Ngoonjook was first issued in 
July 1988. For more than two decades, our journal illuminated the academic life of 
the Institute until its last issue in 2010 edited by Dr Jeanie Bell. 

In 2022, we reawaken Ngoonjook with our 36th edition which proclaims the 
breadth and depth of Australian Indigenous knowledges. 

Over this past decade, eleven of us graduated with higher degrees, mostly at the 
doctorate level, in our disciplines of Indigenous education, creative arts, languages 
and linguistics, and Indigenous livelihoods. We have witnessed significant growth in 
this advanced study with a cohort of around 25 scholars now finalising 
postgraduate doctoral and master’s degrees. 

This special edition of Ngoonjook broadcasts the news of our advances at 
Batchelor Institute. Several articles have been peer-reviewed, including one by 
long-time academic Dr Robyn Ober. She takes us into her education world with the 
notion of ‘Slipping and sliding’, describing the social, cultural and linguistic dynamics 
when Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff and students interact within a 
tertiary education context, feeling the ease of yarning through drawing on their 
home languages and verbal strengths. In Dr Joe Fraser’s article, he examines how 
the Native Hawaiian education philosophy acknowledges epistemological 
assumptions relating to language, culture and place. And Dr Majon Williamson-Kefu 
draws back to her doctoral research and “encourages readers to rethink and 
reshape their own relationships with knowing, learning, education and philosophy, 
with the aim of overcoming a western philosophical monopoly in this space.”  

The final peer-reviewed article, Dr Jenny Fraser’s ‘Na’bulela’ (a Yugambeh word for 
‘fighting’), discusses through text and imagery how she fights to be an artist and to 
free herself through healing and decolonisation. 

Beyond the peer-reviewed articles, this issue guides you on the path of creative 
research including through Dr Jola Stewart’s words, poetry and images around the 
grief and trauma of child removal in her work, ‘Bana-gu gali-gai (born of tears)’. Kaye 
Goyen outlines ‘Yarning’s Spiritual and Cultural Benefits’, the theme of her PhD 
thesis which is currently being finalised. And in ‘BOLD and the public good’, I 
reflect on the business of activism in BOLD – Stories from Older Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex People, my 2015 anthology published by the 
Rag and Bone Man Press.

We begin this special edition with a foreword and poetry by Dr Sue Stanton, 
Elder-Academic. Our Associate Professor Dr Kathryn Gilbey leads a group of 
academics and others associated with the Graduate School in our introductory 
feature article, ‘Reading Julian: Our Grad School Our Way’. Gilbey’s co-authors for 
this article include Cheree Morton, Melissa Raymond, Derek Hunt, Caite Khan, 
Samantha Ludwig, Chawdhury Sakib, Judith Lovell, Eva McRae-Williams, 
Sue Stanton, Nunami, John Whop, and the late Rosalie Kunoth-Monks.
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This edition looks towards the future and considers the steps already taken. 
Dr Jeanie Bell was the last Ngoonjook editor in 2010. Reflecting her profound 
academic leadership at Batchelor Institute, a new PhD scholarship (2022-2025) has 
been created in her name. We conclude this special edition with articles by Jeanie 
Bell and Rosalie Kunoth-Monks which appeared in Ngoonjook, 30 (2007), in which 
their key concerns and understandings continue to resonate: respectively ‘Why we 
do what we do! Reflections of an Aboriginal linguist working on the maintenance 
and revival of ancestral languages’, and ‘Land and culture: necessary but not 
sufficient for the future. Identity in the 21st century’. 

This issue’s final word belongs to Kungarakan elder Kathy Mills with Ngarla, her 
moving tribute poem to Rosalie Kunoth-Monks written in 1988, and which was 
recited at the state funeral service for Rosalie Kunoth-Monks in Alice Springs, 3 
March 2022. As Ngarla attests, the bond between both women was first formed in 
childhood as student-boarders in Alice Springs. Both women also share the 
distinction of an Honorary Doctorate conferral from Batchelor Institute, a 
testament of the enduring legacy of their ‘fire within’ to advance Indigenous rights, 
recognition and wellbeing.

Let me conclude by paying tribute to all our contributors for this special issue. I 
warmly thank Maurice O’Riordan, publication coordinator for Batchelor Institute 
Press, our Ngoonjook publisher. He designed a new look for our journal to best 
reflect the considerable higher education achievements of Batchelor Institute over 
the past decade. Thank you.

Dr David Hardy



Dr Jeanie BELL is a Jagera and Dulingbara woman from southeast 
Queensland, who has worked with Aboriginal languages for the past 25 
years. Jeanie worked in Central Australia for a number of years at 
Yipirinya School and IAD, as well as in north Queensland where she 
taught Indigenous Australian language studies at the North Queensland 
Institute of TAFE, Cairns. She has been on the Research Committee at 
AIATSIS in Canberra for the past seven years, and has a Masters degree in 
Linguistics from the University of Melbourne. She worked as the linguist/
researcher for the Victorian Aboriginal Corporation for languages in 
2004/2005 and previously worked as a lecturer at Batchelor Institute 
with the Centre for Australian Languages and Linguistics.

Dr Anthony FRASER was born in Roebourne WA and his family is from 
the Top End of the NT. He completed school in Katherine and joined 
the Royal Australian Air Force as an aerospace maintenance engineer. 
After retiring from the RAAF in 2001, he worked in Indigenous education 
units at universities in Australia and the USA. He has spent the past 10 
years as the Chief Academic Officer in a Native Hawaiian Community 
organisation and is currently the Director of Walanga Muru at Macquarie 
University, Sydney. 

Dr Jenny FRASER  was born in Far North Queensland. Her old people 
originally hailed from Migunberri Yugambeh Country in the border 
district between Queensland and New South Wales. She is a co-founding 
director of art-science festival illuminate FNQ, and also contributes to 
advancing connections with the issue of climate change. Jenny’s 
background in art and media education spans over three decades. She 
currently lectures in Indigenous Art and Gender Studies, and has also 
served on the National Advisory Group for the Centre of Indigenous 
Story, and as an associate member for the Centre for Creative Arts at 
Latrobe University. Jenny is a PhD graduate of Batchelor Institute, on the 
subject Art of Healing and Decolonisation.

Dr Kathryn GILBEY is an Alyawerre woman from the Sandover region 
northeast of Alice Springs. She is a former Fullbright Scholar and 
Batchelor Institute’s first PhD graduate, in 2014. She is currently Associate 
Professor at the Institute and Director of the Graduate School. Kathryn 
has worked in the field of education for the past thirteen years in the 
Northern Territory. She has previously worked as Artistic Director of an 
Aboriginal Youth Theatre Company in Adelaide, and as a freelance writer 
and director. Her research interests include education, performance, 
policy and place making, First Nations knowledges, and critical race 
theories.

Contributors
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Kaye GOYEN has Kamilaroi ancestry. She is an Aboriginal artist. She also 
creates abstract art and is also an acclaimed artist using oil paints as her 
medium. Kaye has completed a Diploma of Welfare and Community 
Services at Gold Coast Institute of TAFE (GCIT), a Bachelor of Social 
Science majoring in Human Resource Management at Southern Cross 
University, a Master of Indigenous Knowledges at Gnibi (SCU), and her 
PhD thesis at Batchelor Insitute of Indigenous Studies is currently being 
finalised.

Dr David HARDY is a Queensland writer, academic and singer. In 2014 
he was awarded a PhD at Batchelor Institute, following his research on 
Indigenous Identity and Queer Identity. David’s writing also draws on his 
career as a diplomat in Poland, Indonesia, The Philippines, Samoa and 
Kiribati. In 2015 The Rag and Bone Man Press published his book BOLD: 
Stories from older lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex   
people. David currently supervises PhD candidates and is editor of 
Ngoonjook.

Dr Kathy MILLS is a Darwin poet, songwriter, and campaigner for 
Indigenous rights. She is also the keeper of knowledge and stories 
passed down to her from her parents Jack (Kungarakan) and Polly 
McGinniss (nee Wakelin, Gurindji), and other members of her family and 
community. Kathy has been directly involved in the formation of many 
key Indigenous organisations in the NT, including (then) Batchelor 
College. She is the principal author of Jungung, Jack McGinness, Plaiting 
the Grass for family, community & the future, 1902-73 (2019). 
An anthology of her poetry, Mookanunganuk (2020), was published by 
Batchelor Press. 

Dr Rosalie KUNOTH-MONKS OAM (1937-2022) was an Arrernte, 
Anmatyerre and Alyawarre woman who forged a remarkable legacy of 
campaigning and advocacy work throughout her life for the 
advancement of First Nations peoples. She first rose to national 
attention as a teenager through her starring role in the film Jedda (1955), 
and would later use this platform to lobby for and as an Indigenous 
voice on a range of social justice and educational issues. This included 
her work as an advisor to the first chief minister of the Northern Territory 
and as a former Chair of the Batchelor Institute Council. In 2019 she was 
awarded an honorary doctorate by Batchelor Institute for her work as a 
longstanding and outspoken Indigenous leader.
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Dr Robyn OBER is a Mamu/Djirribal woman from the rainforest region 
of North Queensland. She works as an Indigenous Research Fellow with 
Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education and has recently 
completed her PhD studies focusing on ‘Aboriginal English as a Social 
and Cultural Identity Marker in an Indigenous Tertiary Educational 
Context’. Robyn has extensive teaching experience in early childhood, 
primary and tertiary sectors in remote, rural and urban contexts. She has 
a strong interest in both-ways education, educational leadership and 
Indigenous Australian traditional and contemporary languages, and in 
this regard has published papers in educational and linguistic journals, 
both nationally and internationally.

Dr Sue STANTON is a Kungarakan and Gurindji woman from Darwin, 
and currently Elder Academic at Batchelor Institute. A former Fullbright 
Scholar, she was the first Aboriginal woman to receive a PhD of 
History from Charles Darwin University. She has published extensively 
as an academic/historian and poet, with her writing appearing in books 
such as This country anytime anywhere: an anthology of new indigenous 
writing from the Northern Territory (2010) and What good condition? 
Reflections on an Australian Aboriginal treaty, 1986-2006 (2012). Sue is 
a nationally and internationally respected senior scholar who serves on 
many national bodies and committees.

Dr Jola STEWART-BUGG is a Goomeri woman and educator originally 
from north-west New South Wales currently living on the homelands of 
the Kungarakan and the Warrai peoples (Batchelor, Northern Territory). 
Originally educated as an Aboriginal Health Care worker working across 
urban-rural and remote locations of Australia, Jola has been teaching 
Indigenous health for eight years across various academies from an 
undergraduate level to master’s level and advocating for Indigenous 
students and communities during this time. She completed her PhD in 
2021, which staged a critical engagement with historical and 
contemporary systems of representation of Australian Aboriginality, 
examining the politics and aesthetics of these systems and the 
implications for current identity debates about fair skin Aboriginal 
identity. 

Dr Majon WILLIAMSON-KEFU is a researcher of mixed heritage, with a 
background in social sciences, international relations and community 
development, specialising in education. Her doctoral research focused 
on enhancing the role of learning and teaching around Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander content and perspectives in primary school 
classrooms throughout Australia. This research was jointly funded by 
Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education and an Australian 
Government Research Training Program Scholarship.
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DOCTORATE HONORARY DOCTORATE

MASTERS BY RESEARCH

BACHELOR

CERTIFICATE I - ADVANCED DIPLOMA

Postgraduate gowns, Batchelor Institute

(top to bottom) academic gowns/regalia for Masters, Doctorate and 
Honorary Doctorate at Batchelor Institute. The Masters and Doctorate 
gowns reflect the colours of the Aboriginal flag, with the Institute currently 
planning to also have gowns reflecting the colours of the Torres Strait 
Islander flag. The colours for the Honorary Doctorate gown symbolise the 
ochre colours of the Northern Territory.
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Foreword

Ngoonjook – Listen up! It is news!
Kemec nyngah, Contributors and Readers.

We are here to celebrate this medium through which we, Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander writers, poets, storytellers, illustrators may express our varied views, 
observations and even some of our deep personal thoughts, words and 
expressions in terms acceptable to us – and for sharing with all readers for 
enjoyment and appreciation. 

Worldviews and opinions of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander creators are 
important – and for that reason they should be preserved for evermore in the 
written form. Whether delivered in various forms – as poetry, fiction, creative 
verse, songs or memoirs and small or large pieces of autobiographical narrative – 
presented in various nonfiction form, or even in scholastic journals, they provide 
enormous cultural context that guide the reader through a variety of 
interpretation and better understanding of lives past and present. And perhaps 
may provide framework for the future.

In the Aboriginal context, and the platform from which I speak and write, the words 
committed to paper, recorded on tape and film, carry with them the strength of 
our Past – the strength and determination of our Present – and they enable the 
strength of our Future. Even over time, and as we are able to hear and see how 
Aboriginal thought, voice and language may change, we commit to writing, 
recording, painting and dancing our thoughts, ideas, plans, maps, stories to last for 
time immemorial. 

Contributors to this special Postgraduate Issue of Ngoonjook not only add to their 
family archives, to the Batchelor Institute collection, but also make invaluable 
contribution to the overall cultural heritage of the nation.

These writings are not only testament to our centuries of accumulated knowledges, 
but they make permanent and profound statement, and acknowledgement of 
the resilience of Aboriginal people. So don’t put off writing ... write with purpose 
and passion. Do not be timid when writing about your survival in the colonised 
nation-state. Tell the world about You – You know yourself better than anybody 
else. Let your focus be on your own self. Let your voice be yours only. After all, it is 
the only voice that matters. Let your truth be strong and unwavering. Let it make 
enemies for you. Let your truth be the cloak that surrounds and covers you. And 
remind yourself when writing, of the words of Khalil Gibran who stated that “truth 
can walk naked” – it’s the lies that always need to be dressed. Tell your Truth – for 
your Country and for your People.

Dr Sue Stanton – Tjalingmara Kungarakan
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Courage

Have courage

Speak courage

Act courage

Write with courage.

Listen to and write the courage of the Ancestors, the Elders – 

those who have gone before

Support and talk with those who speak now.

Defend your courage

Let those who fear you tremble under the pressure of your courage

Shout with your voice of courage

Whisper your words with courage. 

Don’t hide your courage – show it instead

Stand your ground

Don’t be soft and apathetic and always amenable

Silence might be golden but silence is also complicity.

Find courage. Hold courage. Own courage.

Dr Sue Stanton
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Introduction

Reading Julian: Our Grad School Our Way
Kathryn Gilbey, with Cheree Morton, Melissa Raymond, Derek Hunt, 
Caite Khan, Samantha Ludwig, Chawdhury Sakib, Judith Lovell, 
Eva McRae-Williams, Sue Stanton, Nunami, John Whop, 
Rosalie Kunoth-Monks – Graduate School, Batchelor Institute

 We bin here long time before them … mob (Lingiari, 1968).

 Respect for non-Western traditions is exceedingly difficult to achieve 
 (Deloria, 1997, p. 31).

 For the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house 
 (Lorde, 2019, p. 112).

Abstract

A thousand research studies can talk of disadvantage, deficit and the plight of Aboriginal 
people within the academy, which is real and nothing that we will deny.  Academia and the 
western academy have struggled to incorporate First Nations knowledge and perspective let 
alone current and historical truths. The white Australian consciousness and web of 
deliberate ignorance has inbuilt structures to marginalise and deliberately keep out First 
Nations’ perspectives and strengths in both an attempt to keep Aboriginal people in a 
narrative of crippled and hopeless and in need of saving and as an attempt to deliberately 
not know the truth. This is the place/intersection that Batchelor Institute’s Graduate School 
exists; whilst achieving western educational success we do it from a place of strength in 
culture, strength in our diversity, strength in our ancestral wisdom and a place of fierce truth 
telling. This safe space is our moral imperative as emerging Aboriginal academics. This paper 
will celebrate the centring of First Nations’ knowledge within an operationalised Graduate 
School that privileges First Nations’ perspectives and positions. Our practice will be 
demonstrated through a reading of Julian Aguon’s book The Properties of Perpetual Light 
(2021) as both gift across generations and continents and an influential example of truth 
telling in the face of colonial, assimilative and epistemic violence.

Introduction

We lose our elders too early, and I am never quite prepared for it. I know it’s 
coming, the signs were there, but how can it be the right time to lose such light and 
power in the world? The knowledge vacuum that is created tugs at the heart like 
an unrealised want/need. I waited too long to record the stories to participate in 
the knowledge transmission process in a way that is amalgamated of both cultures. 
I listened but I didn’t record and now I worry that I am not enough, my memory is 
not enough. I put these projects off; all of the really important ones to me, I put off. 
I wait for some mythical time in the future when I have space and capacity to focus 
on what’s important and it never comes, it is not real. I waited too long to go and 
record my Uncle Tim’s stories, I waited too long to write my Aunty Rose’s 
autobiography with her. Like Godot waiting for this time in the future where time 
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would be ready instead of making time bend to my will, I have done it before, 
but not now, not on projects that are important to me. Now I rush home to say 
goodbye before you go home to your beloveds and become our ancestor on high 
guiding our hands in the future.

I have procrastinated around writing the introduction to this chapter. I have played 
with the words over and over in my head, but no more procrastinating on projects 
that are important to me. I waited too long and my heart is heavy with the recent 
news; she guides my hand, tells me to get on with it, to stop wasting time on 
projects that are important to me. 

This paper then becomes a reading of Julian Aguon’s book The Properties of 
Perpetual Light, an homage to activist writers and love letter to future generations 
and our own honouring of activist ancestors and love letter to future readers. This 
paper will honour her and them in my best way I know how. This chapter is the 
start, it is the same story of truth telling. I throw words around in my head but 
clever is not real if it does not communicate. So my simple truth at this moment is 
this: ‘Reading Julian: Our Graduate School Our Way’ is what truth telling is;  
creating safe space is everything. We change the world just a little by telling our 
truth. Reading Julian is the perfect cycle of knowledge because it is what I want to 
say but better, an extension of our mandate to speak back to power. Each chapter 
unfolds with beautiful words and concepts that become a homage to the writers 
that inspired him as he inspires writers around him to continue the circle. The truth 
that exists in the mundane and ordinary is the biggest commentary on the politics 
of our social and political lives – the sacredness of walking on a beach, the 
complexity of buying cake for your partner in a colonised atmosphere, the weight 
of a backpack that holds more than pen and paper but an expectation and deep 
belief in yourself and your peoples’ right to be heard and live free from colonial 
violence and structures. That weight, of the backpack, is known and felt across 
generations, oceans and continents.

This chapter introduces Batchelor Institute’s Graduate School, the place we are 
products of, a space like no other, a site of resistance and survival where we can 
tell our truths and speak back to all of the negative narratives that surround us as 
First Nations Peoples of Australia. We ask who benefits from our being constantly 
rendered hopeless and helpless? We speak back to mainstream narratives simply 
by our own excellence. When I say black fellas you say pride, when I say black fellas 
you say excellence. When every one of us tells our story in this most western of 
formats it changes the canon and the narrative of despair, designed to keep us in 
our place, and white people scared, saving or scathing of Aboriginal culture and 
people.  

Reading Julian Chapter 1

The chapter begins with an exploration into Indigenous excellence and truth 
telling, a moment of celebration of our young brother in Guam who didn’t wait too 
long to sit down and tell his stories in the most beautiful of ways. The book is a gift 
to those of us waiting, holding our breath for this book to arrive, reading and 
responding to Julian Aguon’s The Properties of Perpetual Light will form the first 
part of this chapter. Initially this word train was just our immediate response to 
chapter 1 so you can see how rich the whole book is. I read aloud chapter 1 and we 
all selected two words that struck us and went away and wrote about it. The layout 
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of this first section will be his words and contexts and our responses, interpreted 
through our various brains reflecting back our cultures – desert, saltwater, rivers or 
islands. This is Indigenous and non-Indigenous mixed in, our cultural melting pots.   
The next text is Julian’s words and then our responses.

Julian:  Only way to successfully make the journey (from adolescents to 
 adulthood) is to learn how to ‘get quiet’ – that is, to quiet down the noise  
 of other people’s opinions and to take instructions from one’s own heart  
 (Aguon, 2021, p. 4.)

Kathryn’s response: Be quiet as a loving gesture, a slow stroke of the face to wipe 
away a tear, shed out of frustration, out of inequity and truth. The sleight that is the 
capacity to see a truth, know its power to destroy you and know your tears are 
ineffective. When the assimilative wave is a tsunami and you are tiny in the face of 
it, then be quiet as a strategy, shout it from the rooftop that if I can be quiet, if I 
can be the quiet, then I can do the quieting, of the voices, of the knowers of the 
so-called experts. Be quiet so then I can see myself honestly, see my power and 
the power of my words. I can hear Julian say, “Write like everything you love 
depends on it.”

Get quiet, so I can be loud and clap my hands noisily over my head and part the 
waters of that wave. This is the battle, this is how we win. Tell the truth loudly in 
order to get quiet.
  
 To write as if everything is on the line. Because it is.

Julian:  And what of perpetual light? What are its properties? We know from the  
 Bible that the only thing to precede light is love.
 I Think that’s it.
 Perpetual Light is the Ancient Beauty (p. 4).

Cheree’s response: Cycles, an overview of what was and what will become. 
Climbing mountains and breaking through to the other side, letting go of fear, 
trauma, anger, resentment, unforgiveness and acknowledging peace, harmony, 
forgiveness and embracing perpetual light. 

Perpetual light, spirit calling, deep spirit within groaning of long ago, 80,000 years 
of spirit transferred down successive generations. Intergenerational and 
transgenerational perpetual light, healing my people, calling my people to go 
deeper into the neverending natural agent that stimulates and makes things visible. 
Open your eyes and listen, trust you are hearing and feel, block out the distraction, 
block out what your mind sees and listen to your body and feel the perpetual light 
resonating deep in your spirit. You are worthy, you are loved, you are well, it’s okay. 
People, family, children, culture, language, spirit – Perpetual Light.

Julian:  I tell them of a beautiful exchange between the alchemist and the boy  
 after days of travelling the desert, where the alchemist explains that  
 those who are interested only in gold do not understand the secret of  
 alchemy – for lead, copper, and iron all have the own destinies to fulfill,  
 and anyone who interferes with another’s destiny will never discover her  
 own (p. 4).
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Melissa’s response: The properties of perpetual light “like a love letter to young 
people” (Aguon, 2021, p. 5). The power of one word, any word and all words. I have 
thought about this book often since you first mentioned it, Kathryn, and I have 
dipped in and out, but I am now reading it slowly from the beginning. I found a 
copy of The Alchemist on my bookshelf last night to re-read as I haven’t looked 
at it since it was released in 1993. And I was living a very different life. Melbourne.  
Then I blink and I’ve been in the NT for 22 years … Reading the handwritten 
dedication inside the book I found on my shelf I started wondering where the 
copy came from? It was not the copy I had in 1993 …“Deb may you find your own 
magic on your pathway of life all my love from Mum xxx.” I love that. Whoever Deb 
is, I hope she found her own magic and pathway of life. I love the idea of reading a 
book and passing it on and not wanting/expecting it to be returned and wondering 
where it went and what anyone who read it gleaned from it? Journeys of books. 
Journeys of our lives from childhood to adulthood – memories? Memoirs? Shared 
experiences but different stories and versions thereof within stories ... There is a 
certain unease in some respects that comes with ageing, but this is greatly 
overpowered by the knowledge and liberation that accompanies it. Dedications in 
books. I love them. The ‘real’ printed ones and also, and especially, the handwritten 
ones you find in secondhand books, and significantly and profoundly the ones that 
are written especially for you. Ali Cobby Eckermann’s handwritten dedication in the 
cover of the library copy of her memoir Too afraid to cry (2012): ‘’It’s all about the 
healing”…

Julian: and exiting within Warfare

Derek’s response: In traditional Aboriginal songs, dance and ceremonies you can 
hear stories of what happened in the past. Ancient stories of the creation of the 
universe, including land, plants and animals. 

An animal’s survival, whether they need to eat or avoid being eaten, depends on 
how or where they live. Cleverness also is required.

An old man croc usually lives near freshwater, laying submerged close to the bank, 
where he knows land animals come to drink. 

In doing this he finds a strategic location in order to eat.

My maternal grandmother’s tribe was one of the dominant tribes during the tribal 
warfare days not too long ago.

They came from the coast of the mainland where you can see canoes coming from 
the north, east or west. Westerners describe this type of land formation as a cape 
or point. It was a strategic location.

There were other tribes all around but it would have been hard to tell if an enemy 
tribe or a tribe with grievance was coming from the south. When the leader of my 
grandmother’s tribe (my great-grandfather) felt that they were under threat and 
other tribes in the area fled, he would bring his tribe to the largest island in that 
part of the world. That island is home to many smaller tribes who were under my 
great grandfather’s ‘rule’.

One particular tribe came from the southern end of the island and don’t use the 
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didgeridoo as part of their ceremonies. When a war party came (with canoes), this 
tribe would see them and then beat their clap sticks so as to warn my great 
grandfather, and he would then prepare to defend not only his tribe, but all of the 
tribes of that island and tribes that fled the threatening war party. The place where 
the tribe from the southern part comes from, who were in a good strategic 
location, is called Bilma’ngur – this could be translated as ‘At the clap sticks’.

During World War II and even today, the Top End of the NT is considered a strategic 
location for war and business.

Julian:  the journey

 Every moment of every day we are on a journey. Everything we hear,  
 think, say and know is a part of our journey. There is no such thing as an 
 unsuccessful journey, because at every stage of our journey we learn  
 something (either about ourselves or the world around us). Journeys can  
 be spiritual, physical, intellectual or emotional. Using this definition, ‘the  
 journey’ could also be substituted for ‘schema’. Our schema is everything  
 we experience that makes us who we are today ... 

Caite’s response: My journey over the past four decades has made me a very 
different person from who I was in my formative years. Teenage me lived a fairly 
insular life on the North Coast of NSW. The influences that surrounded me were 
family and school friends. I played sports; surfed and swam on our golden beaches, 
and had limited contact with influences outside of this bubble. In my 20s I 
experienced life in the big cities of Sydney and Melbourne. I studied subjects I 
was passionate about, and I made good and bad choices experimenting in my 
approach to friendships, relationships, and the lifestyle I was living. In my 30s I was 
a mum, living overseas and navigating cultural change and choice. I was filtering 
the prejudices and stereotypes of those around me, and navigating not only what 
I thought were positive choices for myself, but also trying to model positive and 
including actions and approaches for my children. In my 40s, the journey became a 
deeper academic exploration. I stopped relying on external influences and 
focused on my internal journey. What were the questions I was still seeking 
answers to? …

My journey to become a ‘self-actualised adult’ may never have a final destination. 
Popular inspirational posters often stress that the journey is often more 
important than the final destination. I beg to add another dimension to this – the 
most important role of the journey is to provide opportunities to meet the people 
who travel all or part of it with us.

Julian:  We have no need 
 For scientists to
 Tell us things
 We already
 Know 
 Like the
 Sea is 
 Rising
 And the water
 Is getting warm (p. 59).
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Sam’s response: Last night I had a dream that I was going to study medicine, to be a 
medical doctor, but I didn’t know what medical students actually study. I was trying 
to search on the Internet to learn what we would study before I got to class so that 
I would know what to expect. I was very anxious to get to class on time.

I was also embarrassed because I didn’t have shoes on, and of course I needed 
shoes if I was going to be in a ‘proper’ classroom. My shoes were not where they 
should have been, and I had to search through shoes strewn around my car in 
a ditch full of water. But these were not my shoes, they were fancy shoes, high-
heeled shoes, very pretty but with no utility to do what was required – to get me 
to class so that I could be a doctor!

I have also been anxiously trying to understand how epistemology and theoretical 
framework meshes with the methodology I am drawn to, to undertake my 
research. While waiting for Kovach’s second edition (2021) on Indigenous 
methodology I’ve been reading a book by Crotty (1998) on the foundations of so-
cial research and trying to work out where my research fits. Do I believe in 
constructionism or subjectivism? Do I fit with the feminism or critical enquiry 
crowd?  Where are my shoes for this doctoral journey?

Then Kovach’s book arrived. What Kovach has made clear in the first couple of 
pages is that (for me) our knowledges come from different locations. While there 
are pathways between, these are two different tracks coming from different 
locations and going to different places. But that is okay. We are travelling peoples.  
We pick our own shoes (or not) and go to places that make sense to us based on 
where we have come from. We don’t need scientists to tell us what we already 
know.  Sometimes we just need a guide to help us on our journey and some friends 
to walk with us along the way.

Julian:  Whether we like it or not – whether we choose to deny it or not – climate  
 change has put us on an unforgiving timeline ... (p. 1).

 Where do we go from here? What do we do with our desolation? How  
 obscene is it that communities with the smallest carbon footprint – like  
 low lying islands and atolls in the middle of the Pacific Ocean – are 
 paying the steepest price for a crisis we had almost no hand in creating?  
 (p. 2).

Sakib’s response: I came from a small country with a massive population of 165 
million living in an area which is 148,460 square kilometres which means 1,265 
people live per square kilometre. Very dense indeed! On top of that it’s a low-lying 
delta with a long coastline and floodplains that occupy almost 80 per cent of this 
small country. Though we barely contribute to the carbon footprint, but we are 
paying the highest price for being in a vulnerable situation: facing storms, cyclones, 
drought, erosion, landslides, flooding, and salinisation which is displacing a large 
number of people every year. It has been estimated that Bangladesh may lose 11% 
of its land with a 50 centimetre rise in sea level by 2050. You can imagine what will 
be the consequences in an already densely populated country. But here we are 
still not able to control carbon emissions, doing business with countries who are 
doing absolutely nothing for climate change. 
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Julian:  Bearing witness – 
  
 It (the book) is an homage of sorts to the work of the activist writer, which  
 is the work of bearing witness, wrestling with the questions of one’s day,  
 telling children the truth (p. 2).

Jude’s response: Bearing witness, told to sit, to be quiet. Bearing witness, questions 
fall feeble in the collision between living culture and the collusion of authorities. 
Bearing witness, disbelieving the orders being laid out, the mothers’ whisper for 
children to run – go!
 
Still yet, no responsibility is taken for that monstrous breach with its attack on 
culture and country, and its denial of ethics so as to make agency invisible; to make 
agential the cuts of intervention, of amalgamation, of authoritarianism. That was the 
Northern Territory Federal Intervention. That was the Local Government to Shire 
Amalgamation. It was many things for many people. And it was an attack on remote 
Australian Aboriginal peoples, country, and communities in the Northern Territory. 
That is invasion and it was terrifying. 

This happened in Australia. In 2007. I thought there would be a revolution. I 
thought there would be an uprising of the comfortable, the serious, the academic, 
the informed, the worried well, the political classes and the righteous. But there 
was not. Commentary from afar just got it wrong louder and louder and louder. 
Very few voices called it for what it was. I get that we often seek silence when we 
don’t know. I don’t get that so many abide public lies, political stunts, and changes 
to the human rights laws of Australia. When feeble is ingrained it holds the power 
of privilege over the everyday of being and becoming.

15 years later I read the brilliant, black, effervescent, perpetually strong words 
from people writing and illuminating the globe. Many have experience that to be 
nurtured and grown up by elders is to be wrapped in the extra ordinariness of the 
mundane and everyday where each one can come to know themselves as 
becoming and amongst. 

Julian:  Good morning to you all. What I wish for you is that whatever work you  
 do be, as they say, your love made visible. That, and for your inner life, a  
 good coat, because it can get very cold (p. 20).

 Our broken world is waiting (p. 82). 

Eva’s response: I have been on a long journey to get here, with you, Julian, with you, 
Kathryn, Cheryl, Cheree, Derek, Melissa, Sakib, Caite, Judy and Sam ... I have been 
gifted many insights from those sitting quietly, from those seeing country, from 
those holding up so much suffering. From you. 

I have struggled with the busy mind of delinquency, disgust. I have turned up the 
volume on meaningless tasks shouting their importance – work, work, work.

I have forgotten. I have remembered. And I have forgotten again. 

To be here, to be here now, to be here now with you. 
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To love. Amongst the suffering to not get lost. To not forget the beauty within the 
raw and shattered glass. There is magic reflecting between us.

What a School and the fire within

Dr Sue Stanton: Kungarakan and Academic Elder of Graduate School

 What is hope, for instance, if not a stubborn chink of light in the dark?  
 What is faith if not setting out in that same darkness with only our belief  
 in the light to guide us? (Aguon, 2021, p. 4)

Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education is described as Australia’s only 
dual sector Aboriginal-only educational provider. This statement can only be 
understood and appreciated fully once some of the Institute’s strengths are 
presented and celebrated by applying the mostly ignored race lens that has been 
an ever-present blight that prevents real progress and dims the prospect of per-
petual light for Aboriginal students. The battle for cultural and old ways 
representations has always been – and continues to be – met with resistance 
within regulatory confines, even as this resistance continues to manifest in multiple 
hostile ways. Although sometimes slow in progress but with determination and 
strong Aboriginal resistance, more chinks are gradually appearing in previous all-
dark spaces.

The stubborn chinks of light in the dark continue to guide us. That light and the 
attitude, “To do language and to do battle” (Aguon, p. 5), is carried with great 
strength through Batchelor Institute’s Graduate School and the Director’s embrace 
of Luther Standing Bear - Ota Kte, Oglala Lakota’s (December 1868-February 1939) 
recollection of the purely western education he was forced into at the Carlisle 
Indian School, Pennsylvania, USA.
.
 I kept the language, tribal manners and usages, sang the songs and  
 danced the dances. I did not come home so ‘progressive’ that I could not  
 speak the language of my father and my mother ... (Ota Kte, 1933, cited in  
 Oakes, 2014, p. 30).

The light to guide and the fire within, and the intense encouragement is the call for 
direct resistance to that hostile western education system so as to avoid 
experiencing and seeing what Ota Kte recorded in his reminisce: 

 “ ... the sad sight ... of returned students who could not speak their native  
 tongue or worse yet, some who pretended they could not longer 
 converse in their mother tongue ... So while the white people had much to  
 teach us, we had much to teach them, and what a school could 
 have been established upon that idea” (p. 30).

Ota Kte’s words combined with Julian’s direction: “To do language and to do battle”, 
is what drives the energy of the Batchelor Institute Graduate School. The 
combination of resistance while establishing a driving force, constantly prepared  
and preparing for battle, with Julian’s added encouragement to hunger for the first 
light of dawn, to continue pushing “the stubborn chink of light in the dark”. Telling 
truth, confronting injustice, challenging the white norm – Batchelor Institute 
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Graduate School has laid the foundations of the idea of the new kind of school 
needed and gives hope and faith ... and a real promise of what a School or College 
Batchelor Institute could and should become.

We lose our elders too early, and it hits in hard and unusual ways, in our hearts and 
bodies. As we reflect on our uniqueness in the Graduate School, at our capacity for 
multiple truths and realities to be represented, we also celebrate those that have 
come before us. We exist as this Aboriginal-only space because we walk on the 
shoulders of giants, those that fought for our safe space. Those that fought so that 
we can be, be quiet, be comfortable, be in this space, we owe everything to them. 
And as I reflect on the late Chair of Batchelor’s words as she reflects on the late 
Chair’s words, we realise that our strength and belief in ourselves comes from our 
elders and ancestors.  

Auntie Rose Kunoth-Monks in her paper ‘A Tribute to the late Chairman of 
Batchelor Institute Council’ (2004) recalls this time and the discussions that were 
happening within Council about the vision for the Institute.

 And then he introduced us to the idea of this Institute becoming a 
 university. And we all thought of what quite a few of us have experienced,  
 that is, universities in the mainstream. And gently he brought us back  
 saying: “No, this is not going to be the same. We have to jump some  
 hoops and follow some processes, but this university must stand-alone. It  
 must be clearly defined by an Australian Indigenous mentality.

 We weren’t even quite sure then, because we couldn’t bring a university  
 and the Indigenous Australian together, but he talked us through, 
 especially myself, and said it must reflect the black person of Australia,  
 not anywhere else, in Australia. It must reflect us black people and
  I believe we will develop and reach where we want to go through that  
 system.

 So the learning system or the learning institution has to be black 
 philosophy and ideology as well. It’s a hard one but by the time he’d  
 finished with us, we all knew exactly what he was talking about. And that  
 fire which he had, within himself, was imparted, I believe, to each member  
 of the Council. (p. 7)

That this mantle of responsibility is now passed on to us, this fire, sits in our bellies, 
like a moral responsibility and a reason to act, to write, to speak up that is bigger 
than our own selves.
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Julian:  One of the things I loved most about our father was his ruthless 
 insistence that young people (who take up the mantle of social justice  
 work) realise that though we must respect those who came before us and  
 cleared the path, we must also learn to trust ourselves to find our way in  
 the world (p. 91).

Our Grad School Our way

 The oppressed and the exploited of the earth maintain their defiance:  
 liberty from theft. But the biggest weapon wielded and actually daily  
 unleashed by imperialism against that collective defiance is the cultural 
 bomb. The effect of a cultural bomb is to annihilate a people’s belief in  
 their names, in their languages, in their environment, in their heritage of  
 struggle, in their unity, in their capacities and ultimately in themselves. It  
 makes them see their past as one big wasteland of non-achievement and  
 it makes them want to distance themselves from that wasteland 
 (Thiongo, 2005, p. 3).

Batchelor Institute sits quietly in the Australian educational landscape, the only 
dedicated First Nations dual sector institution. The Graduate Achool within sits 
uniquely as a site of resistance to cultural bombs (Thiongo, 2005). We hold a moral 
imperative and urgency to take the battle and fights of our ancestors and change 
the space now for the next generations. If the imperial response to collective 
defiance is the cultural bomb, those of us in a position to change/transform/
disarm/disrupt it, must do, and urgently, so that the next and subsequent 
generations (are not limited by such).

When we include multiple First Nations’ perspectives in the grounding of our 
practice it allows candidates and researchers to locate themselves using the 
affordances of dynamic relational interactions. Candidates can position themselves 
with choice and with agency, in relation and resistance to western knowledge 
systems. The epistemic and cognitive violence that is perpetrated on the 
First Nations body in the western academy is thus disrupted, held at bay. We reject 
hegemony outright and we do this by listening to our elders and our ancestors. As 
Auntie Rose said to our graduates at the 2020 graduation:

 Within the security of our culture go out and glean knowledges from the  
 world but never forget who you are and where you come from. We are  
 sovereign people of this country – please remember that always. You are  
 not a second-class citizen (Kunoth-Monks, 2020).

In our Graduate School knowledge is realised in the responsibility we have to 
practice wisdom, in old ways of deep listening, hearing and reading country and 
with knowing that there is more than one way to be in the world.  

Aileen Moreton-Robinson and Maggie Walter (2009) write about the commonality 
of experience that is shared by Aboriginal women. 

 Although individual experiences differ, the worldview and reality of being  
 an Indigenous woman is intertwined with lived experience. The 
 intersecting oppressions of race and gender and the subsequent power  
 relations that flow from these into the social, political, historical
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 and material conditions of our lives is shared, consciously or unconsciously.   
 These conditions and relations discursively constitute us in the everyday  
 (p. 5).
. 
We learn about ourselves by the way people behave towards us and others. We are 
constituted by these discursive interactions and we naturally identify, or don’t 
identify, with people who have similar stories, shared experiences, a discursive 
familiarity. We all form our collective identities by the way that others react to us, 
this journey of highs and lows, of reading Julian and sharing our stories. A journey 
that is honoured and honouring, and in this space now we begin a conversation 
with the next generations; different discursive familiarity and a larger dialogue can 
emerge. We speak to the future, the next generations,  the readers of this article – 
we see you there. Stop for a minute, can you hear us tell you we love you? We are 
proud of you. You, the next generation of First Nations thinkers, scholars, researchers, 
doers, come to our Graduate School and know that when we trust in our old ways 
we walk with strength, cultural bombs or not. We see ourselves and our elders and 
our children’s children’s children in these spaces and silences and this is where our 
textual or discursive familiarity becomes [us]. Our intergenerational knowledge 
is at our fingertips; we stand in it. It comes through us – just as does the wind, the 
dirt, the water; ampere1 (country, home). Elemental and profound as that seems, 
material and precious as this is, we wonder – why are others so unable to recognise 
the knowledge held and shared in country and people? Is it because extant and 
dominant forms of thinking, disciplinary approaches and delimiting notions have 
provided such boundaries around ‘knowing’ that they have driven away the very 
fibres of silence, of not knowing and of openness to ‘knowledge’?

Conclusion

And like the very knowledge held in the paper, we practise what we preach. A 
young prospective student came and saw me, and I gave her a copy of Julian’s 
book. The demonstration of intergenerational sharing in these textual spaces 
belongs to her, the next generation, our definitive conclusion about all that we are 
and can be.

Nunami: I have to own up that I had not started the Julian Aguon book when we 
spoke although I said I had – I read it one day over the summer and it completely 
blew my mind, it was probably the best book I’ve ever read. His style of writing and 
the things he was saying were so relatable and inspiring. I’ve now endeavoured to 
read every book he mentioned in his references that will hopefully be just as good 
as that. I cannot thank you enough for that book. It just changed and reaffirmed 
everything for me all at once. 

1. Ampere is a word for home/country in Central Desert Aboriginal languages including 
Alyawarre and Arrernte.
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Slipping and Sliding – Moving in and out of 
Social, Cultural and Linguistic Spaces 
from an Indigenous Educational Perspective
Dr Robyn Ober

Abstract

‘Slipping and sliding’ is a powerful yet simple, subtle and organic phenomenon that expresses 
how Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander academics and students engage, move and interact 
within the social, cultural and linguistic spaces of diverse Indigenous educational contexts. 
This article draws on my PhD study which focused on ‘Aboriginal English as a social, cultural 
and identity marker in Indigenous Tertiary Education’ (2019). This paper will define, describe and 
demonstrate ‘slipping and sliding’ among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students in an 
adult educational context and contrast this with further exploration of this linguistic 
phenomenon in a remote community primary school setting. The article illustrates how 
linguistic and pedagogical slipping and sliding is used across two different learning contexts. 
It adds to discourses around code switching, and suggests what conditions are required for 
slipping and sliding that supports student and teacher interaction and learning through a 
model of both-ways learning and teaching. 

Introduction 

My PhD study (Ober, 2019) focussed on how Indigenous Teacher Education 
students expressed their understanding of new professional concepts by drawing 
on their own social, cultural and linguistic repertoires within a both-ways 
educational context. ‘Slipping and sliding’ is a term coined by an experienced 
Aboriginal lecturer reflecting on her extensive teaching experience in the common 
units, Public Communication, and Telling Histories, offered at Batchelor Institute in 
the past. In this paper, ‘Slipping and sliding’ is used to describe the social, cultural 
and linguistic dynamics that come into play when Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander staff and students interact within a tertiary educational context. This 
metaphor was used to reflect how Indigenous Australian academics moved in and 
out of the linguistic, social and cultural domains as opportunity, demands and 
necessity arose within the common unit workshops for Public Communications 
and Telling Histories. These two units of Higher Education undergraduate study 
were previously delivered at Batchelor Institute over an 11-year period from 2000 – 
2011 (Gilbey, 2014, p. 166). All Higher Education students were expected to 
undertake the common units, regardless of their program or study focus.  

These common unit workshops involved approximately 50 Indigenous students 
and five Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander lecturers. The lingua franca of the 
classroom discourse engaged varieties of Aboriginal English (AE), Northern Australian 
Kriols, Torres Strait Creole ‘Yumpla Tok’, and Standard Australian English (SAE). 
These large classes meant that many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Nations 
were represented bringing a significant shift to the teaching and learning 
environment which moved from a generally monolingual, western academic 
approach of teaching to an exciting, innovative and culturally inclusive space 
where students were encouraged to draw on their own social, cultural and linguistic 
repertoires. The ease and flow of classroom discourse through discussions, yarns 
and conversations showed students were confident and comfortable to draw on 
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their home languages, their verbal strengths, their way of talking to unpack new 
professional constructs in a way that enabled them to be true to themselves. This 
comfort and ease of students’ expression of Aboriginality was strengthened by 
the both-ways philosophy – a fundamental principle of teaching and learning that 
underpins what is done at Batchelor Institute.

Both-ways philosophy is the acknowledgement and recognition that students 
have their own knowledge systems that are complex, culturally rich and diverse. 
In a both-ways educational environment, students are encouraged to draw upon 
their knowledge systems, languages and social and cultural understandings to 
make meaning and sense of new academic professional concepts (Ober, 2019, p. 
93).
 
The following transcript illustrates the term ‘slipping and sliding’ and is explained 
by an Aboriginal staff member as she reflects on the social, cultural and linguistic 
dynamics in the common unit workshops.   

P1: Aboriginal staff member; R1: Researcher

1.  P1: Yeah, we did it – it slipped and slided often.

2.  R1: I like that, slipped and slided. I’m gonna write that down. Explain  
  that a bit more.

3.  P1: It was depending on the group and stuff. You would find it would  
  happen naturally anyway, because there’s so much standing and  
  talking.

4. P1: You would find that you’re trying to, y’know, create understanding,  
  so, um, yeah. So we slipped and slided from SAE (Standard 
  Australian English) to AE and – all the time and it was quite a fluid  
  process.

It is evident from this transcript that P1 and R1 also ‘slip and slide’ quite comfortably 
and with ease throughout this dialogue, so that they are not only reflecting upon 
the construct but engaging in the process at the same time. They use AE 
terminologies such as ‘gonna’, ‘y’know’, ‘yeah, we did it’, as a way to bring social, 
cultural and linguistic identity into this fluid and organic process. The fluidity also 
shows that they feel culturally safe as they draw on their own linguistic repertoires 
without feeling any discomfort or pressure to conform to the dominant 
mainstream language of SAE.  

Furthermore, as the both-ways teaching and learning context allows students 
to draw on their full linguistic repertoire they are encouraged to bring their true 
selves into the academy. The ‘slipping and sliding’ phenomenon helps Aboriginal 
students to express their own cultural identity by breaking down obstacles, 
barriers and boundaries that tend to stifle and downplay authentic and genuine 
conversations.  
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Literature Review

The terms code-switching, code-mixing or code-meshing are used often and 
sometimes interchangeably within the language and linguistics domain. Poplack 
(2015, p. 1) describes the linguistic phenomenon of code switching (CS) broadly as 
“the mixing of two or more languages in discourse” (2015, p. 1). However, within the 
Aboriginal context ‘code-switching’ and ‘code-mixing’ “tend to be too narrow and 
limiting and do not give the full picture of the social and cultural dynamics being 
triggered through language, context and content” (Ober, 2019, p. 92).

In more recent times the linguistic term ‘translanguaging’ has been introduced by 
Garcia and Wei (2014). Translanguaging views the multilingual speaker as “someone 
who is aware of the existence of the political entities of named languages and has 
an ability to make use of the structural features of some of them that they have 
acquired” (p. 19). This definition seems to better reflect the ‘slipping and sliding’ 
documented in my PhD study. 

Not surprisingly similar types of language use have also been found in recent 
research undertaken with support from the Australian Research Council 
(DP170101735). In this study data has been collected from Aboriginal children 
around the state of Western Australia who have a wide linguistic repertoire, 
including many who have Aboriginal English as their first or other dialect, Kriol and 
also traditional languages (e.g., Martu, Noongar). 

There are some commonalities between Ober’s (2019) PhD study and the ARC 
Discovery project (Wigglesworth et al., 2016) in that both draw on the theoretical 
approach of translanguaging to explore how adult and young Aboriginal children 
draw on their linguistic repertoires to make meaning, process new and current 
knowledge, and interpret these conceptual understandings in their own ways. I will 
now present some examples of ‘slipping and sliding’ in the adult tertiary education 
and school environment contexts, making comparisons of how Aboriginal adults 
and children engage and interact in the teaching and learning space. 

Slipping and Sliding within Teacher Education Workshops

The following transcript is a conversation in a teacher education workshop which 
focuses on the recent school practicum and emerging issues. This excerpt relates 
to the lecturer using the term, ‘disconnect’, in relation to the home and school 
environment. The way the lecturer used this word seems to be unfamiliar to some 
students and they asked for further clarification. Note, pseudonyms are used for 
staff and students in this transcript. 

Post-practicum Workshop, Transcript 1
Students: Jane, Jenny, Joanne; Staff member: Jim

1. Jim: It’s a disconnect between home and school

2. Jane: What’s a disconnect?

3. Jenny: Yeah, what do you mean?

4. Jim: So, you need more input from the liaison officer? (to make better  
  connection between the home and the school)
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5. Jane: ‘Input’, I don’t like that word, ‘input’ – maybe ‘involvement’ sounds  
  better.

6. Jane: (Asking Jenny) To help resolve or raise issues, what sounds better?  
  ‘Resolve’, eh!

7. Joanne: I don’t like the word ‘officer’, it sounds like a policeman. ‘Officer’,  
  no, I don’t like it.

There are some key words in this transcript that demonstrate the dynamic 
intersection of the social, cultural and linguistic domains for these students. For 
instance, the word ‘disconnect’ causes some confusion among the student group 
which then leads to the lecturer’s attempt to clarify the meaning of ‘disconnect’ 
by defining it as a situation requiring the ‘input’ of a ‘liaison officer’ to ‘resolve’ the 
‘disconnect’ (Ober, 2019, p. 110). However, in turn, this leads the students to grapple 
with the new terms, ‘input’, ‘resolve’ and ‘officer’. In doing so they engage in ‘slipping 
and sliding’ drawing on their own linguistic repertoire as they discuss the most 
appropriate word for the role of the ‘liaison officer’. They also draw on their past 
and present experiences, for example, the word ‘officer’ is deemed unsuitable 
because of the negative connotation related to Aboriginal people and police 
officers in general. Ober (2019) states that it may seem “students have ventured off 
track regarding their initial query to the term, ‘disconnect’, but this is a common 
process of meaning making for Aboriginal English speakers”. For the speakers there 
is a clear message in the seemingly messy oral exchanges where students are 
slipping and sliding between different terminologies and topics. The ‘slips and 
slides’ create “a common understanding or conceptual picture to gradually emerge 
through shared and constructed knowledge” (Ober, 2019, p.110). 
 
In addition, it can be observed how the students seem quite open to voicing their 
ideas and opinions until they come to a point of agreement and resolution. Whilst 
this is occurring, the lecturer is observing from a distance, allowing the discussion 
to continue as a way for students to come to a common understanding from their 
collective standpoints (Ober, 2019, p. 110).

In another workshop scenario, the student teacher explains how using ‘the look’ is a 
way to remind, guide and lead the child to behave according to the school’s values 
and philosophy. Aboriginal people usually call this the ‘black look’ and adults use 
this ‘look’ as a disciplining facial gesture that young Aboriginal children are very 
familiar with and know exactly why they are receiving ‘the look’.

Post-practicum Workshop, Transcript 2
Students: Jane, Jenny  

1. Jane: Yeah, I just put it back on the … and sometimes I didn’t have to  
  speak, I just gave them that look to let them know they were       
  doing the wrong thing and I kinda stopped and looked and …  
  (pause)

2. Jenny: Hesitated.

3. Jane: Hesitated for a little while, then I looked at them to – they knew  
  straightaway to come back.

This transcript highlights Jane’s confidence to draw on “her ways of engaging with 
and guiding students’ ‘behaviour’ “, by using, ‘the look’. The children would be 
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familiar with this facial gesture from their home environment and would be related 
in some way to Jane who had returned to her home community to undertake the 
school practicum.    

Family and kinship connections mean that certain obligations, such as respect, 
trust and authority, are firmly adhered to. These obligations, processes, rules and 
protocols often come into play when Aboriginal staff members engage and 
interact with their school students. “This student teacher is also appropriating white 
knowledge in her own way by practising classroom management strategies to 
control children’s attention in a way that is meaningful and real for her as the 
professional, and to the children as students” (Ober, 2019, p. 157). 

In the adult education context relationships are equally important and an integral 
component for Aboriginal tertiary education students. In this example the 
students are final year Teacher Education students and they have established a 
strong relationship and rapport with each other and their lecturer. Jenny assists 
Jane with the insertion of the word ‘hesitated’ as Jane pauses to think about a 
suitable word to insert in the sentence, “I kinda stopped and looked and ... “. This 
was a common strategy observed throughout the workshop activities, highlighting 
the camaraderie that brings the sense of family, obligation and support among the 
student group. 

As noted in the introduction, similar ‘slipping and sliding’ interactions were also 
observed amongst Aboriginal primary school students, as described next. 

Slipping and Sliding within a Remote Aboriginal Primary School

In a remote community school in Western Australia, the classroom teacher is 
coaching a group of young boys to write recounts focusing on a recent excursion 
involving their class. One of the students, Frank, isn’t being very engaged in the 
task and has been putting off starting. Another boy has been telling the teacher 
his own memory of the excursion, and when he mentions seeing a kangaroo this 
sparks Frank’s memory of a different time, of going hunting with his dad and his 
little brother. Unlike the excursion recount, Frank is excited about this story, but 
he really wants to tell it rather than write it. In his eagerness and excitement to tell 
the story, he slips into rich Aboriginal English, including elements from his language 
Martu Wangka (shown below in bold font). Note, again pseudonyms are used in this 
transcript.

1. Frank: Miss, we bin go –

2. Teacher: Alright, if you get a whiteboard, Mister, I want we – us to write this  
  down because that’s so amazing.

3. Frank: Miss, we bin – Miss, we bin – Miss. Miss.

4. Teacher: So, go grab a whiteboard …

5 Frank: Miss, we bin go out bush an’ we bin see a, we bin see a big marlu  
  an’– Nah we bin see two hoppin’ across …

6 Frank: An’ my little brother [NAME], he bin– he bin– we was – ’e was out  
  the back sleepin’, ’e bin … we bin hit that big bump an’ ’e bin go  
  flyin’ down ’a seat.
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7. Teacher: Your little brother?

8. Frank: Yeah, da little small one.

9. Teacher: Is he alright?

10. Frank: Yeah, ’is nose was bleedin’.

11. Teacher: Oh. That’s not good.

…  

13. Frank: When we went, um, when we –

14. Frank: An’ when we, when we been shoot da–

15. Frank: Miss. Miss.

16. Other
 child:  When you bin shoot dat turkey.

…  

19. Frank: Miss, when we bin shoot dat –

…  

21. Frank: When we bin shoot that marlu ’e bin jump high an’ kick da OTHER  
  one.

22. Teacher: Oh! Really.

23. Frank: Yeah an’ ’e bin run away-uh.

24. Teacher: Oh!

25. Frank: An’ when– when dat marlu ’e bin come, Dad-nya bin shoot ’im an’  
  ’e bin went …

26. Frank: Firs’, Dad-nya bin shoot him XX X an’ ’e bin jump HIGH.

27. Teacher: He jumped really high?

28. Frank: Yeah.

29. Teacher: Cool. Did – Did you get the maaloo though? Did ya eat it?

30. Frank: Nuh, ’e was gawn.

31. Teacher: ’E was gone?

32. Frank: Yeah, we bin shoot two but, dey wa – dey wasn’t dead.

33. Teacher: They just jumped off?

34. Frank: Yeah.

The context for this dialogue is the classroom environment where written recounts 
of the recent excursion ‘bush walk’ is the specific focus for the lesson. This dialogue 
occurs between the non-Aboriginal classroom teacher and Frank, but other 
Aboriginal students are also part of the audience. It can be seen how Frank is 
drawing on his full linguistic repertoire – slipping and sliding between Aboriginal 
English and Martu Wangka. Specifically, he uses the word ‘marlu’, the Martu Wangka 
(Pilbara language) term for a large red kangaroo, rather than the English word, 
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‘kangaroo’. He also inserts the suffix ‘nya’ after ‘Dad’ (Dad-nya). He also uses the 
Pilbara variety of AE when stating, “Miss, we bin go”, meaning, “Miss, we went” in 
SAE. Together such language choices demonstrate Frank’s ease in slipping into 
Martu Wangka to bring his social, cultural and linguistic identity into the classroom 
space. It is evident that Frank is eager and excited to recount the story and does 
so in a confident and comfortable way – slipping back and forth between AE 
and Martu Wangka as deemed necessary and appropriate. The teacher appears 
comfortable with this linguistic movement and avoids judging and criticising the 
children. Instead she repeats the AE statement with the SAE version. For example, 
“Nuh, ‘e was gawn” (line 30), the teacher repeats with the question, “ ‘e was gone?”, 
providing a model of the SAE pronunciation of the specific word ‘gone’. However, 
she does this without making judgement on language varieties which are part of 
the children’s linguistic repertoire.  

Like his teacher, Frank also uses repetition when attempting to retell the story to 
the teacher.”Miss, we bin – Miss, we bin – Miss, Miss” (line 1, 3, 5). However, in this 
case, this may be due to the excitement of sharing the story or thinking about how 
to communicate the story by drawing on his linguistic repertoire to find the most 
suitable word to complete the sentence. As in the teacher education workshop 
transcript (2) there is an element of obligation and support provided by peers: 
When Frank begins the sentence (line 14, 15) it is completed by another child who 
interjects, “When you bin shoot dat turkey” (line 16). Therefore, in this context as 
occurred with the adult teacher education context, there is joint meaning making 
accepted within a positive classroom environment.

These examples illustrate how the phenomenon of ‘slipping and sliding’ has the 
potential to occur organically, with ease and flow. The conditions for ‘slipping and 
sliding’ in a both-ways educational context are as follows (Ober, 2019, p. 200):  

1. Recognition of shared student identity

2.  Encouragement and expectation from lecturers that students will use  
 their own languages as well as SAE

3.  Understanding of the collaborative and supportive nature of students

4.  Involvement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander academic leaders

5.  Recognition and acceptance that student and staff are seen as the experts

6.  Creating an environment that ‘feels’ less like a classroom and more like a  
 home environment.

It appears that these conditions are also be applicable in other educational 
centres, such as remote Aboriginal community schools, where Aboriginal English, 
Kriol and traditional languages are spoken by young children. 

However, ‘slipping and sliding’ is more than just the spoken language – it is how 
speakers make meaning with others by drawing on their own social, cultural and 
linguistic repertoires to communicate their truths and realities in an authentic and 
genuine manner. As indicated previously, “Students’ linguistic repertoires are made 
up of their language practices and processes which are continually developing 
and adapting to be utilised in varying situations, including diverse educational and 
professional academic contexts” (Ober, 2019, p. 184).
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In conclusion, ‘slipping and sliding’ as a form of code-switching is embedded in the 
way Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people make meaning and express their 
socio-cultural identity by drawing on their linguistic repertoire. The teacher 
education and primary school classroom examples in this paper provide evidence 
that when the conditions are right, ‘slipping and sliding’ does occur among 
Aboriginal students regardless of their age and educational context. As such it 
is important to acknowledge the strengths students bring into the classroom, 
encouraging individuals to freely draw upon that knowledge base through a both-
ways educational approach. This can also be achieved by recognising the 
Indigenous and western academic ways of teaching and learning, and a richness 
and diversity of linguistic codes.

Finally, it is important to acknowledge that it is not only about the language, but 
also includes the underlying values, beliefs, morals, ethics and processes 
connected with Aboriginal cultural identity, ways of being, doing and knowing. 
These Indigenous Australian epistemologies, ontologies and axiologies guide, 
direct and determine the academic discourse of the teaching and learning space.    
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Theorising knowing: A reflection on 
Indigenous philosophical perspectives 
on knowing, learning and education
Dr Majon Williamson-Kefu

Abstract

This paper engages Indigenous philosophical perspectives to critically analyse common 
academic practices such as the claims to, and aims of, western academic standards. The 
paper draws from a doctoral research project examining learning and teaching around 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australia. Starting by challenging the validity of the claims 
to objective truth through disconnectedness from one’s research, I highlight how the 
concepts and practices of knowing, learning and education are philosophically chained to 
and determined by western academic standards. This paper encourages readers to rethink 
and reshape their own relationships with knowing, learning, education and philosophy, with 
the aim of overcoming western philosophical monopoly in this space. 

Introduction

In the western academy, it is common practice to trace one’s philosophical roots 
or ‘genealogy’ to the early philosophers, including Plato, Aristotle and Socrates, for 
example. However, the rationality, empiricism and claims to objectivity that were 
born from these traditions do not adequately reflect the axiology, epistemology, or 
ontology of many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander philosophies, or other 
Indigenous philosophies from around the world. 

 Through the deployment of the ‘God Trick’, western methodologies are  
 designed to obfuscate the metaphysical origins of disconnectedness in  
 the claims to objectivity and rationality. Within these methodologies that  
 embodiment of knowledge is disavowed because there is no relation  
 between the body and the mind. Yet Indigenous research demonstrates  
 the bodies do matter in research and knowledge production and that  
 these processes embody specific orientations toward the social. It is as  
 valid and appropriate to approach the world on this basis as it is to make a  
 metaphysical argument that one is disconnected from the living earth 
 (Moreton-Robinson, 2017, p. 75).

Furthermore, most of the well-cited and well-known philosophers were male and 
came from privileged backgrounds, in which personal experiences of abuses of 
human rights, social justice issues and the fight for recognition of sovereignty were 
not a part of their lives. These experiences are commonplace in the lives of many 
Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islander and other Indigenous peoples today (Bodkin-
Andrews & Carlson, 2016; Dodson, 1994; Groome, 1995; Hagan, 2005; Moreton-
Robinson, 2006; Rigney, 1999; Sarra, 2011; Thomas, 2015). There were a few, including, 
for example, Epictetus, who had more humble beginnings, but the widespread 
privilege among the early philosophers, and since shared by many of their 
successors, affects the way they think about, understand and represent the world. 

I identify as a dynamic in-betweener, which refers to the fact that I am intentionally 
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moving, working and researching in the space between cultural centres. I 
consciously do not claim an Indigenous perspective because I do not feel that 
would be genuine for me, having only recently come to know of my Aboriginality1, and 
lacking the clarity to connect it to a specific bloodline to Country. I also consciously 
do not claim a ‘disembodied expert’ perspective, which is historically more 
common in the western academy, as this would be similarly disingenuous. I am 
conscious of working, theorising and researching in-between disciplines as well, in 
the space where Indigenous education, critical Indigenous studies, critical 
whiteness studies, the social sciences and education intersect. I recognise my 
positioning as being fluid and dynamic. As a result of the fact that I am currently 
negotiating my own position between cultural centres and knowledge systems, 
I believe I am well-situated to be examining the relationships, understandings, 
knowing and knowledge production processes, and learning and teaching 
occurring between various Indigenous and western cultural centres. 

I believe that we do not need to entirely dismiss the world of the western academy, 
western philosophy and western research, but to genuinely interrogate them, and 
specifically in relation to Indigenous philosophies, and then place them in the 
broader context.

Through Indigenous philosophical lenses 

As an example of the disconnect between western and Indigenous philosophies, 
we can look at René Descartes’s famous expression, “I think, therefore I am”, and 
contrast this with the southern African philosophy of ‘ubuntu’ and the parallel 
adage of “I am we; I am because we are; we are because I am, I am in you, you are in 
me” (Chilisa, 2012, p. 109). This philosophy emphasises the communality, collectivity, 
social justice, human unity, and pluralism (Chilisa, 2012) of many Indigenous 
philosophies. These concepts are also reflected in other embodied Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander philosophies including kindredness (Dudgeon & Oxenham, 
1990), connectedness (Forrest, cited in Martin, 2003, p. 210), relatedness (Martin, 
2003), and relationality (Moreton-Robinson, 2017; Wilson, 2008). These philosophies 
directly contradict Descartes’s emphasis on the individual and are generally more 
tied to place or Country and environment than they are to western conceptions of 
time (Wilson, 2008).

Similarly, Francis Bacon (1597) proposed “ipsa scientia potestas est” [knowledge 
itself is power], but from many Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander perspectives 
(Bourke & Bourke, 2012), or international Indigenous perspectives more broadly, 
knowledge is more commonly perceived as a responsibility (Chilisa, 2012; 
Weber-Pillwax, 2004; Wright & Balutski, 2016). Kovach suggests that Indigenous 
people who have undertaken academic study and taken a dip in “the murky pool 
of research have obligations to use [their] skills to improve the socio-economic 
conditions of Indigenous peoples” (2005, p. 32). This is especially important 
because Indigenous peoples are commonly identified as the most researched 

1. Others have struggled with the challenges of positioning that relate to complicated 
Indigenous status and identity (Singh & Major, 2016). With possibly 100,000 people of 
Aboriginal descent in Australia who do not know their families or communities (Edwards & 
Read, 1989), this is not surprising. Some have suggested that the ‘Indigenous or not’ questions 
are an extension of the continuing epistemological violence towards Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples (Bodkin-Andrews et al., 2017).
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peoples in the world, and many Indigenous communities, including Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander communities. These First Nations communities, and their 
students specifically, have often experienced first-hand the process of power 
defining or determining ‘knowledge’ and ‘knowing’ in various settings, as opposed 
to knowledge defining or determining power. 

Knowing, learning and education are all directly affected by this relationship 
between knowledge and power. Knowing, learning and education, as concepts and 
practices, too often perpetuate western-centric academic standards of truth-seeking 
and objectivity. Language is not neutral; words and names convey more than just 
a title (Carlson et al., 2014); definitions are not only not objective, but they are 
also “infinitely elastic” (Dodson, 1994, p. 7); and stories “do not occur in a vacuum; 
they meander into our value systems and our institutions” (Behrendt, 2016b, p. 9). 
Education systems and teachers employ and normalise a select vocabulary around 
specific historical events and learning areas, explicitly encouraging students to use 
target words and phrases. In such lessons, specific words and phrases are labelled 
“correct” or “incorrect”, but this is not necessarily reflective of the meaning of the 
words as it is about the academic practices in that discipline. In an example, in 
history, colonisation and/or settlement are used to refer to the arrival of the British 
and Europeans, however, it has been argued that the terms invasion and genocide 
would accurately express the historical experience of the time (Behrendt, 2016a). 
Classroom practices and literature therefore need to be understood as powerful 
political tools, which too often render Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples 
voiceless (Dodson, 2008). All those involved in the education systems should 
consider the historical significance and loaded nature of colonial labels and 
recognise that such names can have real effects on Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples (Carlson et al., 2014). As Simpson (2014, p. 177) asks, how do we 
stop a story that is always being told? Or, how do we change or present an 
alternative to a story that is always being taught?

Justice makes a thought-provoking argument for “the very idea of understanding” 
as one of the challenges to this change (2016, pp. 22-23):

 Guiding toward and gaining understanding is one of the laudable goals of  
 teaching in any field, and it is one to which I am fully committed 
 as an Indigenous studies teacher and a scholar. But in the academy I think  
 we have elevated the concept of understanding without also insistently  
 holding up humility as its counterpart. Many of us tell our students – and  
 ourselves – that ‘mastery’ (a problematic term) of the subject is the goal,  
 but we forget or choose to ignore that the more familiar we become with  
 any topic, the more mystery will be revealed.

 This is the paradox of learning: the more we learn, the less we know. We  
 must learn to unlearn, and to be comfortable with the unknown ... The  
 language of mastery (and, too often, of understanding itself) is apparent as  
 etymologically and ideologically the language of domination; it is 
 the language of knowledge as biddable possession, as subjugation, as  
 exploitation. To base understanding on stripping bare the mysteries of  
 human experience is to treat knowledge as something that one person or  
 one culture takes from another. It is thus an extractive exercise of 
 epistemic privilege, with violence at its centre.  
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Critical reflection can help students address this and start the process of learning 
to unlearn. A more intentional positioning of the western knowledges as just one 
family of knowledges among many would also help with this process. 

Discourse gives “expression to relations of power” (Nakata, 1998, p. 4, cited in Rigney, 
2006, p. 48), but the relations of power are changing, and language, words, 
narratives and discourse can be reclaimed, reshaped and given new meaning 
(Carlson et al., 2014; Moreton-Robinson, 2015; Shay & Wickes, 2017). The challenge 
then becomes to do this in a way that provides a counter-narrative and ensures 
that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander experiences are heard and validated and 
are centred in the understanding of how issues of race and racism continue in 
Australia (Shay & Wickes, 2017). By doing this, we create the opportunity to 
overcome the longitudinal epistemic violence that has been perpetuated by the 
education systems. We must give “voice to the voiceless” (Rigney, 2003, p. 42) and 
welcome Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander voices as “a challenge and an 
invitation” (Heiss & Minter, 2008, p. 8).

Kovach (2005, p. 26) poses the question, “Does putting the word ‘Indigenous’ in 
front of a non-Indigenous concept like research … or education make a difference?” 
If it is done in a tokenistic way, or simplistically, the answer to this is ‘no’ (Kovach, 
2005; Nakata, 2011). Nakata and his colleagues (2012) caution against essentialising 
and reductive critiques of western philosophies, based on their non-Indigeneity. 
As a researcher working in or around Indigenous education, the challenge is to 
genuinely engage with and critically reflect on Indigenous philosophies and 
methodologies as the starting point, while also thinking through their western 
paradigms, and the epistemological, ontological, and axiological assumptions on 
which they are built. The aim should be not to entirely dismiss the world of the 
western academy, western philosophy and western research, but to genuinely 
examine and then place them in the broader context. If we understand research as 
a ceremony, as Wilson (2008, p. 89) suggests, just as a ceremony is about building 
and strengthening connections, research is about connecting ideas and situating 
knowledge in relation to other knowledges.

Respect and acknowledgement

In recent years, there has been a growing body of work around critical Indigenous 
studies as an emerging discipline that disrupts the certainty claimed by other 
disciplinary knowledge and non-Indigenous scholars (Moreton-Robinson, 2016). 
Much work is also being done around Indigenous methodologies (Anderson & 
O’Brien, 2017; Chilisa, 2012; Martin, 2008; Mertens, Cram & Chilisa, 2016; 
Moreton-Robinson, 2017, Nakata, 2007; Oliveira & Wright, 2016; Porsanger, 2004; 
Rigney, 1999; Wilson, 2008). Acknowledging the time and effort that has already 
been dedicated to reclaiming and promoting Indigenous methodologies and 
philosophies, dissecting and critiquing western worldviews and constructing a body 
of work that has come to be known as critical Indigenous studies (Moreton-
Robinson, 2016), it is apparent that, as a researcher examining Indigenous issues 
today, I am standing on the shoulders of generations of Indigenous giants. Before I 
move on to the Discussion therefore, I would like to acknowledge this and express 
my gratitude and respect for the work that has come before, which allows me to 
start from such a privileged place.
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Discussion

Quite simply, the reflection and rethinking of the rightful place of the western 
academy as one philosophical stream among many, is critical because it is about 
actively engaging with diversity as a means to connecting with the world around 
us, and embodying respect. Conversely, not making these changes threatens to 
perpetuate and perpetrate the epistemological and axiological violence that has 
been tied to colonial ‘progress’ and the education systems specifically, throughout 
recent Australian history. An example of this is the assumption that land is little 
more than a resource to be owned, mined, farmed, or used in whatever way is most 
profitable or beneficial. According to First Nations axiologies, land is much more 
than that: land is a part of the broader concept of Country, and Country is more 
like a relation than a resource. Many Aboriginal people talk about having deep and 
intimate relations with the land, describing a relationship that embodies reciprocity 
and extends far beyond one’s own lifespan (Dew et al., 2020; Australians Together, 
2021). As such, Country might be thought of as an Elder within the community: to 
be respected, listened to, learned from, and looked after with the hope that future 
generations would be able to learn from them as well. To convey some of the 
complexities of the notion of Country, Latimore (2021), a Birpai man and Indigenous 
affairs journalist, capitalised the word and personified the concept in a recent 
article he wrote, noting that it can “hear” its language being spoken. This reflects a 
common Aboriginal axiological view. Latimore explains, “Western perspectives and 
grammatical rules [are] not equipped to convey the philosophical and spiritual 
cosmology, and time-space continuum of First Nations people’s notions of 
Country.” 

There are a number of humanist, anti-oppressive, and emancipatory paradigms 
that often guide the western academic thinking as it relates to First Nations
education, which have risen from feminism, critical hermeneutics, post-modernism, 
critical theory (Kovach, 2005, p. 21) and post-colonialism (Chilisa, 2012). It is 
important to recognise, however, that these well-meaning frameworks also often 
stem from ontological claims that are western-normative (Moosa-Mitha, 2005), and 
work to bring the ‘other’ into dominant spaces, as opposed to recognising the value 
and potential of normalising ‘other’ spaces. This relationship between the stated 
goals and the theories and methodologies themselves, therefore, is problematic in 
that the very processes being used to liberate, emancipate or create equity, have 
grown from western institutions and philosophies that were implicated in the 
marginalisation and oppression of these individuals and groups historically. As such 
it is important that people recognise First Nations philosophies, axiologies and 
epistemologies and value these and the contributions they can make to the 
concepts and practices of knowing, learning and education broadly.
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A Critical Approach to Indigenous Pedagogy – 
Āina-Based (Land-Based) Learning
Dr Anthony Fraser

Recognition and implementation of Indigenous education approaches is an aspiration of First 
Nations people in Australia and Hawai’i. The development of a both-ways approach at
Batchelor Institute is one example of this desire, as is the development of Āina-based learning 
in Hawai’i. Both pedagogies are community-based responses to community wishes for better 
student outcomes and educational control. Notably, the pedagogies provide an attempt to 
balance hegemony within education structures and validate Indigenous epistemology, 
axiology, and ontology. These approaches can be categorised within the frame of critical 
pedagogy.

In an attempt to define Āina-based learning, I examine the concept through a critical lens. 
I also provide examples of educational practice and administration in Hawai’i to highlight 
salient points. The discussion has a foundation in Indigenous epistemology (knowledges), 
axiology (values), and ontology (reality). Āina-based learning is a Native Hawaiian approach to 
community education and applied in all educational settings in Hawai’i.

Critical Pedagogy

Critical pedagogy provides a framework for Indigenous groups to understand 
issues of knowledge production in education (Smith, & McLaren, 2010). Critical 
pedagogy seeks to examine hegemony and injustice in education and addresses 
the political nature and the transformative possibilities of addressing inequity 
(Gruenwald, 2008; Kincheloe, 2008). In Hawai’i, teachers operate in a politicised 
environment supported by the historical notions of normalcy that advantages the 
dominant western cultural group, even though they are a numerical minority. Issues 
of justice, morality, ethics, sovereignty, and democracy as the primary process for 
governance are as important as instructional strategies and assessment (Kincheloe, 
2008): “Thus, proponents of critical pedagogy understand that every dimension of 
schooling and every form of educational practice are politically contested spaces” 
(p. 2). Examining the meaning of Āina as framed by this approach also allows 
Hawaiian identity and context to provide meaning to the education process:

 That means personal experience becomes a valuable resource, allowing  
 students to relate their narratives, social relations, and histories to what  
 is taught. It is also a resource to help students locate themselves in the  
 concrete conditions of their daily lives while furthering their understanding  
 of the limits often imposed by those conditions (Giroux, 2010, p. 2).

A critical pedagogy of place is an approach to education that positions learning 
as a transformative experience within a locale. Where critical pedagogy promotes 
critical consciousness, critical pedagogy of place: “identifies ‘places’ as the contexts 
in which these situations are perceived and acted on” (Gruenewald, 2008, p. 311). 
Gruenewald highlights the socio-political context of place. The Native Hawaiian 
focus on the Āina provides an examination of the socio-cultural and spiritual 
components that link knowledge production to the land. A critical pedagogy of 
place does not explain or frame knowledge production in an epistemological 
sense. Still, it does provide some understanding of the role place can have in 
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transforming lives through education. A critical pedagogy of place also examines 
the role of hegemony and social justice, situated within the mainstream context of 
education by considering race, class, and culture (Billings, 2016).

Simpson presents the idea that land links to pedagogy and that Indigenous 
education comes through the land, involving Indigenous contexts and processes. 
“An individual’s intimate relationship with the spiritual and physical elements of 
creation is at the centre of a learning journey that is life-long” (2014, p. 9). An 
interpretation of pedagogy of land is: “the interconnectedness and interdependency 
of relationships, an understanding of cultural positioning, as well as subjectivities 
that extend beyond the borderlands of traditional mainstream conceptualisations 
of pedagogy” (Styres et al., 2013, p. 37). This approach does not limit land use to 
contemporary understanding of place-based learning or pedagogy of place but 
involves emotion, intelligence, and spiritual elements. Like the Australian Aboriginal 
conception of country, Styres et al. (2013) consider the land as sentient and 
connected. Neidjie (1986) explains: “Rock stays, earth stays. I die and put my bones 
in cave or earth … all the same. My spirit has gone back to my country … my mother” 
(p. 90).

In terms of postmodern perspectives, Partington (1998) provides four perspectives 
on Indigenous education that have value to this discussion. The functionalist, 
conflict, interactionist, and critical perspectives describe views of education within 
society and their appropriateness for explaining the situation for Indigenous 
people (pp. 10-15). Looking into the system from the outside, it seems the functionalist 
approach is alive and thriving as the current Hawai’i Department of Education 
(DOE) perspective.
 
Evidence of the functionalist perspective appears in the form of dominant cultural 
values and the lack of attention to minority values, a heavy focus on competition, 
and the location of Native Hawaiians at the bottom of the social strata. The conflict 
perspective asserts that hegemony and social reproduction is the dominant 
perspective with the acknowledgment that both these perspectives follow the 
belief that institutions shape the socialisation of individuals. The interactionist 
approach is ontological, believing that people construct society through their 
shared interactions. The final notion is that knowledge production is dynamic and 
that social action results from the power of various groups. Several authors share 
this perspective, including Giroux (2010; 2017), Gruenewald (2008), Simpson (2014), 
Styres, Haig-Brown, & Blimkie (2013), and Billings (2016).

The effects of colonialism in the State of Hawai’i have created issues for Native 
Hawaiians in education. The loss of Āina and disconnection from language and 
culture has created identity dissonance and lack of spiritual connection (Aluli & 
McGregor, n.d; Oneha, 2000). Freire’s (1970) ideas of pedagogy explicitly developed 
to meet the needs of the oppressed have meaning within the scope of this 
discussion. As expressed by Freire, tools of colonialism have been used to 
subjugate Hawaiians, resulting in the loss of language, culture, and dispossession. 
Critical pedagogy provides a framework for understanding how these actions 
contribute to the poor performance of Hawaiians in the state education system 
(Ogbu & Simons, 1998).

Understanding the many influences on Native Hawaiians in society is a strategy 
to improve their educational success. The contributing factors to poor academic 
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performance could include a lack of power in the political arena and identification 
and status issues within the numerous systems at the state and national level 
(Friere, 2012). A source in the literature theorised and revealed colonial constructs 
and issues of power within formal institutions such as education, competing values, 
and dominant education perspectives (Partington, 1988) as possible contributing 
factors to poor performance. In addition, race relations and competition between 
voluntary and involuntary minorities (Ogbu & Simons, 1998) can create discourses 
related to academic ability and self-worth, leading to alienation. Ogbu and Simons 
(1998) explain voluntary minorities as:

 Voluntary (immigrant) minorities are those who have more or less willingly  
 moved to the United States because they expect better opportunities  
 (better jobs, more political or religious freedom) than they had in their  
 homelands or places of origin …The important distinguishing features are  
 that (1) the people in this category voluntarily chose to move to U.S. 
 society in the hope of a better future, and (2) they do not interpret their  
 presence in the United States as forced upon them by the U.S. Government 
 or by white Americans (p. 164).

 Involuntary (non-immigrant) minorities are people who have been 
 conquered, colonized, or enslaved. Unlike immigrant minorities, the  
 non-immigrants have been made to be a part of the U.S. society 
 permanently against their will. Two distinguishing features of involuntary  
 minorities are that (1) they did not choose but were forced against their  
 will to become a part of the United States, and (2) they themselves usually 
 interpret their presence in the United States as forced on them by white  
 people (p. 165).

Issues of power and identity may also be manifest through race issues and appear 
to support societal grand narratives (Partington, 1988).
 
One historical case study relating to this discussion is the power held by the Hawaii 
Department of Education and the Charter School Commission’s influence over 
the lives of Native Hawaiians. This power minimises the importance of language, 
culture, and Āina to these involuntary minorities (Ogbu & Simons, 1998; Partington, 
1988) and perpetuates dominant values and beliefs. The perceived imbalance of 
power between Hawaiians and education policymakers reveals itself in developing 
programs, applying approaches, and the Charter Commission compliance 
framework. These items do not reflect epistemological, axiological, or ontological 
beliefs of Native Hawaiians, but reflect dominant cultural perspectives (Friere, 2012; 
Giroux, 2010; Partington, 1998).

Styres et al. (2013, p. 39) consider this dominant cultural approach to be 
“business-as-usual”:  

 Indigenising education refers to the ways education can become more  
 ideologically aligned with Indigenous thought, locally accountable to 
 Indigenous people and communities, as well as the ways it might be 
 infused institutionally and in praxis.

When State or local education bodies employ Āina-based approaches, the 
educational programs, policies, and pedagogies appear as western translations of 
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the meaning of Āina rather than understanding that which emerges from the target 
audience (Calderon, 2014).

The Hawaiian Context

The school system in Hawai’i includes public schools managed through a 
Department of Education, private schools, and public charter schools overseen 
by a State Charter School Commission. Public charter schools were created in law 
around 2000 and are schools with independent governance but publicly funded. 
Charter schools include start-up schools and conversions from existing public 
schools. There are approximately 37 public charter schools in Hawai’i (State Public 
Charter School Commission, 2021) and 14 are Na Lei Na’auao Native Hawaiian 
Charter School Alliance members. Native Hawaiian Schools include approximately 
4000 children, of which 90% are Native Hawaiian (KALO, n. d.).

Developments at the Hawaiian Charter School Commission (and the open conflict 
with schools the Commission manages) have grown from a conservative regression 
to policies and procedures that ignore research supporting Native Hawaiians in 
education. This regression is evident in the Commission’s accountability framework 
(State Public Charter School Commission, 2013) that ignores school performance 
relating to Department of Education policies. The policies ignore Hawaiian 
language and culture (Hawai’i State Department of Education, 2014) as authorised 
in the Hawai’i constitution.

The State of Hawaii constitution (1978) recognises the Hawaiian language as an 
official language of the state. However, when it comes to standardised State testing, 
the Charter School Commission and the state require testing in English. For the 
immersion school and Kula Kaiapuni, English is not taught until the fifth grade. 
Students can choose to opt out of the testing; but this still unfairly affects the 
school’s ranking and affects the ability of charter schools to renegotiate contracts 
with the Commission.

During the ‘No Child Left Behind’ (USDOE, 2001) years, a school could have its 
leadership replaced and could be shut down for lack of performance. The 
accountability framework failed to include Hawaiian language and culture as an 
essential component of the school’s role or include it in the accountability 
framework in any meaningful way. The bilateral school contract with the Commission 
reflecting the accountability framework was not bilateral or negotiated with the 
schools but imposed by the Commission. The accountability framework causes 
stress for charter school administrators because of the disadvantage for language
speakers resulting from inequity in testing policy for Native Hawaiian language 
speakers. Educational advocates and administrators attempt to address the 
hegemony present in the approach through various responses. These responses 
include strategies to address the issue through collaboration with universities to 
develop culturally responsive evaluation and assessment. Continuing advocacy at 
the legislative assembly in an attempt to impact state policy is an ongoing 
approach as is representation to the State Board of Education in an effort to build 
equity into the system.
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Definition of Āina-Based Learning

Kamehameha Schools Bishop Estate (KSBE) is a Native Hawaiian Institution and 
one of the oldest public trusts in the United States. Funding came from the will of 
Princess Bernice Pauahi enacted over 125 years ago. As a component of their strategic 
plan, Kamehameha Schools recognises issues for Native Hawaiians in the public
school system and is working to produce organisational structure and programs 
to address native needs. One such change was the development of the Āina Based 
Education Department (ABED). The Department was responsible for supporting 
education activities on Kamehameha lands, a significant role considering the 
estate has over 300,000 acres in the State of Hawai’i. A survey of 13 ABED personnel 
highlighted the multiple definitions of Āina-based education. They ranged from 
using the land as a resource to links with STEM (science, technology, engineering, 
and math) curriculum. Only one respondent indicated that the land has a spiritual 
and cultural connection to the people, providing insight into education’s 
epistemological and philosophical applications.

Other common definitions of Āina-based education show a link to the western 
notion of place-based learning (Calderon, 2014; Ho’omanawanui, 2008). Place-
based learning is an approach where the aim is to develop projects that support 
community building and sustainability. An example may be community gardens, 
food production or school activities and projects with aged care facilities. A second 
common descriptor relates to the philosophy of mālama Āina (caring for the land) 
where programs are directly related to sustainability issues (Mālama Āina Foundation, 
2014). For example, projects that repair watersheds or manage environmental 
issues fall into this category. Other examples include invasive plant removal and 
rebuilding ancestral gardens or food production sites such as fishponds.
Educators employ both place-based learning and mālama Āina in Hawai’i. 
Organisations such as the Mālama Āina Foundation (2016) offers services to schools 
with large populations of Native Hawaiians.

Epistemic writing from authors such as Meyer (1998) and Naone (1998) place 
considerable significance on the land in education activity. For this purpose, the 
land is so much more than a physical resource. In conjunction with language, 
culture, and community, Āina is seen as a foundation for teaching and learning, 
embedding creation stories, historical events, and links to people and gods. The 
land supports an epistemological assumption at the core of Native Hawaiian 
education philosophy (Meyer, 1998). Having said this, evidence of a common 
definition remains elusive for Āina-based learning in this context. Naone (1998) 
does expand the issue, stating: “Place-based or Āina-based curriculum teaches 
ethical values, ideas of reciprocity between people and land, and the specifics of 
the environment/physical space in which students learn” (p. 187). Similarly, Meyer 
raises the issue of Āina as a teacher:

 Nature is our teacher. Such a clear lesson. What makes this specific and  
 unique to our place as Hawaiians is the idea that the ocean is our backyard.  
 We are shaped by the most inter-connected landmass in the world. We are  
 island and ocean people and our resources are finite. And, just as land and
 ocean educates and directs us, they are also filled with the mana of our  
 kupuna, our ‘Aumākua, and our history (1998, p. 104).

The deeply connected and spiritual context of the land has a foundation in 
creation stories, the history of Ali’i (Royalty), language, and genealogy.
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Native Hawaiian Charter Schools and non-profit education organisations use the 
land, waters, language, and culture as the basis for all educational activities. They 
also incorporate multi-age educational experiences, including elders and babies, 
employ language and spirituality, and use authentic assessment and learning activties 
as pedagogy (Mālama Āina Foundation, 2016). Examples of authentic assessments 
include pule (prayer), Ho’ike (performances), food production, Huaki (field trips), 
chant, songs, and hula. These educational practices align with culture-based 
education as a legitimate response to hegemony (Ogbu, 1998). In addition, these 
practices reinforce Native Hawaiian knowledges, values, and reality by engaging 
with and through the land.

Summary

Āina-Based learning is a critical pedagogy that is community-driven and culturally 
bound. The foundations of Āina-Based learning lie in a Native Hawaiian education 
philosophy that acknowledges specific epistemological assumptions relating to 
language, culture, and place (Meyer, 1998). The approach also addresses axiological 
needs expressed through Olelo No’eau (wise sayings) that reinforce cultural values. 
Lastly, Āina-Based learning reflects Native Hawaiian ontology or reality that 
understands the role and relationship of the land to Native Hawaiians as sentient.
 
As an involuntary minority in the United States, Native Hawaiians have created 
an approach to education that is culture-based (Ogbu and Simons, 1998). The 
approach connects Hawaiians physically, spiritually, and intellectually to the land 
and addresses issues of hegemony in education. Many political issues remain 
unresolved as Hawaiians do not yet control the funding or State authority towards 
education. However, gains against measures set by the community are evident and 
satisfaction with the outcome for students is high. Work on Āina-Based learning 
continues as a community-based solution to educational inequity.
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The land of wealth and plenty 
(The Lucky Country)

This land of wealth and plenty
Welcomes you if you are wealthy and have plenty
This lucky country
This land of bounty
This land of so-called generosity and liberality
This land that can afford to fill wide open spaces
Yet limits its intake of good hard-working people from other places
Indeed lets people drown in watery bases
Arranges with others to imprison and restrain
Potential citizens who might offer much
Who might add greatly to future profit and gain 
This land of wealth and plenty
This land of shame.
This land of wealth and plenty
Hides a history of dispossession, stealth, kidnapping and genocide
Yet postures on the world stage
Sanctifying itself with its proclamations, its commitments
To world humanity, the rights of humans, regardless of status, wealth or fame
Celebrates and commemorates only certain freedom speeches and rides
While supporting world bullies to kill and maim
Innocent lives without conscience, without reason
Ignoring their cries for autonomy, for freedom, with absolute disdain
Not listening to their speeches, not noticing their protests, 
not heeding their demands
Denying them their sovereignty and rights in their own lands
This land of wealth and plenty
This land of shame.

Dr Sue Stanton, 2013

Stanton, The land of wealth and plenty (The Lucky Country) 
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Na’bulela
Dr Jenny Fraser 

Jenny Fraser, na’bulela, 2011, projected as part of the exhibition always on my mind: home, 
Seoul Square Media Canvas, Gana Gallery, Korea; all images this article courtesy the artist

Na’bulela is a Yugambeh word for fighting. The essential aim for this research was 
primarily for me to fight to be myself – an artist, and to further explore the arts of 
healing and decolonisation, following practice-led research and other reflective 
ways.2 Most importantly, to have the power to progress and collaborate unimpeded.  
My ideal outcome in the process of decolonisation is to feel free. For a long time, 
I have believed that if I go with the flow and am true to myself, then my ancestors 
will smooth the way for me. Cultural integrity in itself is a methodology or 
framework, as explained by Cree scholar Willie Ermine:
 
 Mamatowisowin defines the methodology used in a quest for vision,  
 where the seeker / artist begins to explore his / her own existence 
 subjectively. By placing one’s self into a direct stream of consciousness, the  
 seeker / the knower / the artist will begin to unfold a greater, inherent 
 understanding of self, by utilizing the methodologies of Mamatowisowin
 (Ermine, 1995).

1. Yugambeh is the language of Yugambeh people consisting of many dialects and Tribes 
whose Country exists between the Logan and Tweed rivers, across the border district around 
south-eastern Queensland and northern New South Wales.
2. This article’s text was originally part of my PhD exegesis, Get Creative: The Art of Healing 
and Decolonisation, 2017.

Jenny Fraser, Untitled, 2014. Photo of police employed for the 
G20 Summit stand guard at Queensland Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane. 
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As I have explored the potential of my own creative healing and decolonisation 
techniques and tried to find meaning for the associated questions brought up, I 
have also made an effort to involve and encourage others. I can try to understand 
their story because I know and further understand my own story. This is eloquently 
described here by Vera Manuel (rest in power):

 I am a product of colonization 
 The result of cultural oppression 
 A survivor of genocide 
 I carry the burden 
 Of all the unresolved grief 
 Of my ancestors 
 In my heart, on my shoulders, in my gut (2003).
 
My direct ancestral line on my Aboriginal side of the family has had to deal with 
oppression for most levels of survival over generations including the impact of 
massacres, the fear of child removal, living under the Act and the permit system, 
stolen wages, broken families and the culture war. Therefore, as an Indigenous 
person whose old people were grossly affected by colonial expansion, genocide 
and cultural assimilation, I view Indigenous decolonisation as a process in 
understanding the history of our colonisation, rediscovering ancestral traditions 
and cultural values, while also Indigenising spaces, and expressing my own 
contemporary worldviews creatively through a digital storytelling practice 
and other artforms. It is in this way that we can heal and write ourselves into 
contemporary art history.

Jenny Fraser, Untitled, 2014. Photo of police employed for the 
G20 Summit stand guard at Queensland Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane. 

Caribbean 
psychologist Frantz 
Fanon has defined 
colonised people as 
experiencing an “ … 
inferiority complex 
[that] has been 
created by the death 
and burial of its local 
cultural originality”. 
(1967, p. 18). 
Further, Fanon argues 
that colonisers 
replaced these 
origins with those 
of the coloniser 
country.

In my first-hand 
experience over 
many decades I have 
witnessed how 
localised Indigenous 
culture is subject to cultural cringe, silencing and attempted death of culture in 
places like Brisbane, Darwin and Cairns where showcasing of ‘new frontiers’ in the 
‘artworld’ are being invested in, from a top-down approach by government.
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Aside from the Land Rights Movement in Australia, I first learned of Indigenous 
decolonisation in a more comprehensive way through first-hand experience and 
friendships in the Tino Rangatiratanga Sovereignty movement in Aotearoa (New 
Zealand) in 2001, through attending the Natural World Summit for Indigenous 
Women held by Tu Wai. Since then, I have also learned that the term is also a 
contemporary concept in Indigenous health and healing studies. Among other 
processes decolonisation is in itself a healing journey that may involve grief, anger, 
rage, growth and empowerment. 

My research is situated as a site of motivation, innovation and protest for change.  
The aim was to share the good vibes inherent in Aboriginal art, all over the world, 
as much as possible. The act of getting creative comes more from the activist 
perspective, where sometimes it is the only motivation or response possible 
(Katona & O’Neill, 2021). Beyond complaining, instead we can ask of ourselves, 
“What are we going to do about it?”, and get creative with our own answers, to take 
the pathway towards healing the situation. 

Native Hawaiian scholar Poka Laenui (2000) outlined his discussion with Native 
Filipino Professor Virgilio Enriques in ‘Processes of decolonization’, where he 
describes action as an important and necessary stage in responding, following 
other important elements detailed as: 
 1. Rediscovery / recovery
 2. Mourning
 3. Dreaming
 4. Commitment
 5. Action
 
As an Indigenous artist I could transition through these different processes of 
response at any stage of art making, and throughout the world, indeed, different 
cultural groups could have been through some processes collectively already. 
While others are yet to experience some stages, or are in a state of flux. Over the 
time of this research, I often noticed that when other Indigenous artists and arts 
workers debriefed with me about arts industry politics they punctuate such 
discussion with the expression, “It’s sickening”, which I believe is very telling of the 
state of affairs in the art world. In my experience this is based around the double 
standards of not being able to have Indigenous control of most aspects of the 
industry, and the lack of expertise within the incestuously small white arts worker, 
expatriate-style club, and the subsequent lateral violence within the Indigenous 
community (Anderson, 2011; Cook, 2012; Rathman, 2020). 

As artsworker Sam Cook (2012) states, “Examples of lateral violence in the 
Indigenous arts landscape take on many forms. Most commonly they come from 
three key areas: individual arts practitioners or arts managers, organisational 
governance and Indigenous personnel in funding bodies.” This is particularly 
prevalent in small-town northern Australia, where the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander populations are higher in number, more publicly visible and generally 
perceived to be closer to cultural heritage. Reiterating this is the insider perspective 
of NT Aboriginal politician and visual artist Alison Anderson who sees it only as a 
patronising way for the ‘white art mafia’ to tell Aboriginal artists how they should 
paint and who they should paint for. “That mafia wants us to stay in misery and 
poverty  so that we continue to rely on them ... and they’re all just amateurs – 
unemployable in Sydney or Melbourne!”(Anderson in Eccles, 2011).

Jenny Fraser, Bujera. Yes, Love, 2011, silver jewellery; part of the exhibition 
Pink Sunrise at Boomalli Gallery, Sydney
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Jenny Fraser, Bujera. Yes, Love, 2011, silver jewellery; part of the exhibition 
Pink Sunrise at Boomalli Gallery, Sydney

A Prelude to this Research Project
 
I believe that Aboriginal culture is essentially based around the concept and 
feeling of love at its core, and I can feel and appreciate that love when in the 
company of other Indigenous people who are being themselves and in touch with 
their culture, across different forms. One defining moment that made me think of 
this, particularly with regard to my research around self-healing through the arts, 
was a statement made by Bess Price, who is an Aboriginal politician in the 
Northern Territory, and is often sought by the mainstream media for her views 
which could be described as pro-government and sometimes anti-Aboriginal
(McQuire, 2013). In The Australian newspaper she publicly stated, “They bring white 
students and cranky Kooris and Murris up from down south who know nothing 
about us and who hate whitefellas” (Price, 2009).

As a Murri (Aboriginal person from Queensland), at the time living in the Northern 
Territory at the beginning of this project, I began to reflect more on how my 
countrymen and women, East Coast Aboriginal people, are often regarded as 
radical, staunch and political in view and affirmative action, often protesting in the 
street (when few others in Australia are), and definitely a powerhouse as a distinct 
group in the arts. As a background explanation for this approach, Australian art 
curator Timothy Morrell succinctly summed up a few distinct layers of the 
Queensland sociopolitical history, constant contemporary reminders, and our living 
culture of active and informed resistance.

 Queensland is popularly regarded as a haven for the kind of radically  
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 conservative attitudes that breed repression, and its flip side resistance, so  
 the existence of a lot of angry black artists comes as no surprise ... The 
 reasons for the presence of highly politicised, highly articulate black urban  
 artists in this part of Australia actually run deeper and wider. For a start,  
 Queensland has the country's second-largest Indigenous population (only  
 marginally exceeded by New South Wales). This, coupled with having the  
 largest number of resettlement missions, explains why Queensland has so  
 many Indigenous people who are on the one hand embittered by 
 displacement, while on the other hand are educated in a white system  
 and therefore equipped to criticise it on its own terms (2007, p. 33).

Aboriginal people have maintained distinct artistic expressions and healing 
techniques for millennia. However, today Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people are still reeling from the impacts of Australia’s colonial history, and also 
forced to survive in a neoliberal culture war. As a coping mechanism, Aboriginal 
artists are relying on ancient visual literacy for self-healing and also contributing to 
community healing and decolonisation through the production and dissemination 
of artwork, in many artforms. 

Methodology: as Artist 

Road Kill is the title of a series of my photographs documented since 2003. As 
the title suggests, the Road Kill series mostly features native animals that have 
been run down on lands in the Bundjalung nation and beyond. Those landscapes 
encompass a diversity of terrain to include rainforest and coast. The photographs 
highlight the distinct beauty of our animals, even in their death, and are also 
symbolic of how Native people are treated by wider society in Australia—widely 
ignored and denied after impact, just like road kill. Questions that I asked myself 
are, “How can I restore some dignity to these beautiful beings?’”, and, “How can I 
make people look?” 

Like the ‘Aboriginal problem’ in Australia, most people don’t want to look at road 
kill, but we have to make them look. Through disseminating my Road Kill series I 
aim to highlight my own expressions of Indigenous worldviews: that knowledge is 
dependent upon relationships and connections to living and non-living beings and 
entities; truth is dependent on individual experiences; land is sacred, and 
relationships between the living and non-living have spiritual importance. The 
purpose of my study is to share, expose and motivate thought in order to generate 
change.  

The Road Kill photographs are an attempt to capture the essence and beauty of 
the animal, and the series has been undertaken observationally, while in transit 
during many travels, documented primarily as still images and sometimes as video, 
using a digital camera or a phone camera. Although the exhibition of dead 
animals is morbid subject matter, what I had hoped to do was bring awareness to 
the issue of the impacts of our movement and hopefully encourage discussion and 
ownership around the matter within our Indigenous communities. hooks believes 
photography is becoming more accessible to the mainstream as “a disruption of 
white control over black images” (hooks, 1995). As an online gallerist myself, this has 
become more obvious to me over the years, particularly with regard to the online 
popularity of social media where sharing directly from Indigenous people to the 
public has disrupted the middleman management of voice and access.
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With regard to the power of communication between people, the super highways 
and other road networks of Australia now could be likened to the ancient 
songlines. But with such devastation caused by our thoroughfare, what song are we 
offering to the victims? A death march? The minds of ‘progress’ do not have much 
consideration for the movements and habits of our animals.

Mainstream Australian culture seems to have a distinct lack of love at its basis, 
despite myths of mateship and egalitarianism, and consequently rarely publicly 
regards Aboriginal culture/s in terms of a loving discourse. As Christine Nicholls 
suggests, “Such ideas are perpetuated by certain writers and academics who 
erroneously claim, for example, that Aboriginal people did not or do not have 
words in their lexis for those emotions pertaining to the ‘finer’ feelings including 
love, fellow feeling and compassion for others” (Nicholls, 2006). Even though a lot 
of damage has been done through the colonial process, of course Aboriginal 
people had words for love. For example, a common saying in the Yugambeh 
language is ‘gumera wahlu unya jimbelung’, which means, ‘love you my friend’. The 
Yugambeh word for love is ‘gumera’, and in the neighbouring dialect of Githabul 
the word for love is ‘boogem’.

Jenny Fraser, Untitled, 2010, photograph from Road Kill series (2003 - )
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However, in the top-down approach driving the arts industries from the 
government, there is a distinct lack of love towards local artists wanting to be a 
part of the festive spirit during publicly funded arts events. While this absence does 
not go unnoticed, it has taken a process of research to unveil distinct rules and 
presumptions often set against local Aboriginal artists. 

Jenny Fraser, still image from Everything Looks Beautiful, 2010, a short film which narrates 
a tale of turbulent family life from an Indigenous perspective; filmed in Darwin and 
Belyuen, NT
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Conclusion

 This faith is what we call courage. With this courage you can travel  
 anywhere in the world and not get lost 
 (Piailug, 1972, cited in Taonui, 2012, p. 4).

It felt like I went to the hard places for this research – in the healing process and in 
the culture war, and from my own insider perspective, I lived and learned that 
Aboriginal storytelling in the Australian film industry, and other creative genres, 
has had a problematic history, so I felt less isolated. This has usually been due to 
exploitation or a lack of respect and failure to properly engage in Aboriginal 
protocols, as well as lateral violence within the oppressed Indigenous arts world.  
Alongside the healing benefits that creative projects bring personally and 
academically, theorists such as hooks (1994) also bring comfort for enduring the 
hard yards of the healing and decolonisation process:

 I came to theory because I was  
 hurting – the pain within me was  
 so intense that I could not go on  
 living. I came to theory 
 desperate, wanting to 
 comprehend – to grasp what was 
 happening around and within  
 me. Most importantly, I wanted  
 to make the hurt go away. I saw  
 in theory then a location for  
 healing (p. 59).

In the process of this research project, 
discussions with other interested 
Indigenous people presented the 
opportunity to be able to show respect, 
and for them to be able to share their 
ideas and advice that has ultimately  
enriched the re-telling of the story and 
outcomes. These open discussions are  
philosophically and economically vital to 
the wellbeing of Australia’s First People. 
Our pedagogies at the cultural interface 
have a critical role in healing and 
maintaining a breathing space and 
contribution within western society.

These discussions gave me trust to go 
about my work and I felt enabled 
by trust that has been established over 
many years of representing the Aboriginal 
perspectives of others. In summing up, it 
can be said that the process of 
producing creative projects is healing for 
myself and also sharing that experience 
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with committed others facilitates group and community healing.  

What I had intended at the outset of my research project was to add to the  
dialogue about healing and decolonising through the power of art making. Some 
healing techniques were more effective for me than others. What I had not 
initially anticipated is that my research lens would also focus so much on the 
effects of cultural apartheid, and how that limits the power of healing and 
agency. ‘Going with the flow’ also meant following up on the ugly side of art 
politics, in the name of research, but this is not a way that I wish to engage or use 
my energy towards any further. 

Standing in my power to speak up was also healing, but I have learned to focus on 
other, more gentle healing arts methods. If I could do this research project again 

Jenny Fraser, Vultures of cultures, 2012, collage
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differently, I would get creative as much as possible and manifest that healing 
power of the act of creativity itself but focus much less on engaging with a toxic 
arts industry. I found that healing is immensely personal and does not require 
exposure publicly – in the same way that the arts do. 

Possible solutions?

Denial and the ‘Great Australian Silence’ (Stanner, 1968) are so prevalent. As a result 
of this project, I came to the conclusion that healing ourselves through creative 
processes can only go so far, for if we live in a culturally apartheid society, it is a 
constant battle of the culture war, both within Indigenous communities and in the 
wider mainstream art world. What I believe to be essential is societal cleansing and 
healing within arts communities. 

One successful example of this can be taken from the practice of surfing. In the 
documentary Bustin’ Down the Door (Gosch, 2008), the issues of the Australian 
tendency towards cultural appropriation and the unashamedly public 
diminishing of host cultures are explored. In the 1970s Australian surfers often 
travelled to Hawaii to surf and ended up in a position to be able to form the first 
international surf competitions. The documentary shows how the fame went to 
their heads, and they became arrogant towards the Native Hawaiians which 
erupted in conflict, and consequently a Hawaiian healing technique called 
Ho'oponopono was initiated. Wayne Rabbit Bartholomew explained:

 He came in front of me and just said, “Man, I'll tell you what you did” ... and  
 he really gave me a dressing down ... and he brought up the fact that the  
 Hawaiian culture, that we'd offended the culture because the Hawaiians  
 were losing everything and, you know, basically the Western world 
 was coming and taking their land and everything, and surfing was the last  
 bastion, and, you know, I got it. I got it. I could understand that we'd 
 enraged them (Bartholomew in Gosch, 2008).

 Bartholomew has also been quoted as saying that “surfing is an artform” 
(Bartholomew, in Gosch, 2008) and, as described in this instance, surfing has a lot 
of similarities with the arts. They are both minority cultural practices and some 
Indigenous people also believe that the arts is also the last bastion of their 
colonised/oppressed culture. Native Hawaiian scholar Poka Laenui has outlined, 
with influence from Native Filipino Professor Virgilio Enriques, the five steps of 
colonising a people, and it is my belief that much of Aboriginal Australia has been 
through the process in different stages and that Aboriginal art in particular is at the 
transformation/exploitation stage:

• Denial and withdrawal
• Destruction / Eradication
• Denigration / Belittlement / Insult 
• Surface accommodation / Tokenism
• Transformation / exploitation ... Indigenous Art that has survived may gain  
 in popularity and now forms the basis for economic exploitation (Laenui,  
 2000, pp. 1-2).

With that in mind, the idea of engaging cultural practices for the mainstream white 
society may not work. Participating in the mainstream art world and engaging with 
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its structured inequity may actually give more licence for Australians to try to own 
and appropriate those cultures and make money from them. Or in other contexts, 
like the Lucas Grogan example of deliberately having no gallery exhibition 
opening events, for fear of approach by unwelcome members of the public.3 So, it 
really must be said that the resistance to cultural safety towards Aboriginal artists 
can only be attributed as institutional racism. As Greg Tate has written, “No area of 
intellectual life has been more resistant to recognising and authorizing people of 
color than the world of the ‘serious’ visual arts. To this day it remains a bastion of 
white supremacy” (1989).

In Australia, there seems to be very little expertise and discussion around my 
chosen artforms. There is also very little support or goodwill for my work in this 
country. I have been an artist for decades, but aside from the odd awards 
submission, I have never had my work chosen for inclusion in a government gallery 
exhibition or collection, and I have never been accepted to an Indigenous 
curatorial professional development opportunity in Australia. So, I go where the 
conversation is happening and where the good vibes for my work are, which is 
mostly outside of Australia. Yet the paradox of engaging internationally seems to 
manifest jealousy, resentment and consequently exclusion in the small art worlds 
in Australia. 

Part of this could be that, besides my own artistic practice, I was also particularly 
interested in curating as an artform in itself, and as a methodology toward 
cultural maintenance, awareness-raising, educating and speaking back to the 
master. I approached the process by way of an activist praxis, which is a community-
minded way to involve others in the generation of ideas and share presentation 
opportunities. The path of service is a round one, and this approach has been 
driven by spirit and has also been helpful to lift my vibration and enhance my own 
wellbeing as well, because I felt like I was making a difference in the culture war. 

Any Indigenous presence in the world of Indigenous arts provides new 
perspectives for audiences and perhaps encourages more inclusion of Indigenous 
art in the mainstream exhibitions and events, where this is often overlooked or 
subject to cultural gatekeeping. Many digital productions include participation by 
Indigenous people and contribute to individual and community empowerment. 
These images and initiatives produced under the idea of self-representation can 
then talk back to the dominant images as a matter of contrast between alternative 
readings of society. Institutional acceptance of this requires true leadership and 
the challenge of genuine discourse.

With acknowledgement to Ellen van Neerven for editorial advice on this article.

3. Concerns about the appropriation of Aboriginal art styles from Arnhem Land in the work of 
Lucas Grogan (1984- ), a white Australian artist, were raised over a decade ago. See, for 
example, http://jennyfraser.blogspot.com/2012/12/grogan-sellout-bogan.html
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BOLD and the public good
Dr David Hardy

What is the public good and can it go beyond a technical, economic construct?  
Australia reMADE, which describes itself as “an independent alliance of engaged 
people and community leaders from all walks of life” (www.australiaremade.org-
who-we-are) has expanded the meaning of the public good: 

  … we have public goods that enable us to participate well and wholly in 
 society, in order to maintain and pursue our own lives, but also other  
 public goods (yes, that unsexy thing of maintenance that we all need 
 to do!). We need capacities like time, and imagination and trust, 
 free thought, diversity of voices, creativity and imagination.

To “participate well and wholly in society” is at the heart of BOLD, Stories from 
older lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender & intersex people (Hardy, 2015) which I 
devised in 2013 and published in 2015. 

BOLD is a collection of stories from more than 60 older lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, and intersex (LGBTI) people. Although the stories are largely 
unknown outside their circle of family and friends, they are strikingly told and 
deeply personal.  

The genesis of BOLD was on a mid-winter’s day in Hobart in 2013 when I chatted 
with Charlie Beale, then artistic director of the New York Gay Men’s Chorus. He had 
been invited to Tasmania to lead the Out and Loud Festival of LGBTI choruses from 
Australia and New Zealand and I was there with my Brisbane Choir. I interviewed 
Charlie for an article I wrote for the literary magazine The Lifted Brow about the 
history of queer choirs in Australia (Hardy, 2014). Originally from London, Charlie 
had five years previously been appointed artistic director of one of the largest and 
oldest gay choirs in the world, the New York Gay Men’s Chorus. He spoke about 
the Chorus’s loyal audience and their performances and outreach work, including 
sing-alongs at the SAGE Centre in New York for older LGBTI folk. Charlie noted his 
Choir’s Nightingale Brigade of volunteers who helped when somebody needed 
assistance – and who had come out in great numbers when many singers were 
dying during the AIDS epidemic.  

During the Hobart festival, I spoke with several singers from the various choirs 
about their outreach work with older LGBTI people. Acclaimed Tasmanian gay 
rights activist Rodney Croome spoke at the festival about his work to 
decriminalise homosexuality in the State. Until 1997 in Tasmania (and 1990 in 
Queensland), homosexuality was a criminal offence, in Tasmania punishable by up 
to 25 years in prison. From being a virtual outlaw, Croome was named the 
Tasmanian finalist of the Australian of the Year in 2015 (australianoftheyear.org.au). 

It was this Out and Loud Festival in 2013 which inspired me to consider 
collecting the BOLD stories. I had reviewed what was around and was astonished by 
the paucity of such history. There were several academic studies looking at older LGBTI 
lives as well as small community projects, all centred on Sydney or Melbourne, but 
there wasn’t a single Australian book documenting and celebrating and revealing the 
lives of older LGBTI people. Until I published BOLD two years later, in 2015.  
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Returning to the earlier broader definition of the public good, my chosen 
approach for BOLD was to celebrate our ‘diversity of voices’.

My initial step was to secure a book deal, to offer potential contributors the 
certainty of a publication. I was, at the time, finalising my PhD at Batchelor 
Institute, which I should add didn’t include any aspect of BOLD. One of my 
doctoral supervisors was Professor Lynette Russell from Monash University. She 
had earlier suggested that I submit short stories I had written to The Rag and Bone 
Man Press, a small Melbourne-based company. Beyond publishing short stories, 
this press financially backs one creative non-fiction project each year, and in 2015, 
I successfully pitched the idea of the book, then with the working title, Gay & Grey. 
They partnered me with an associate, Elizabeth Whiley, who helped widen the 
search for writers, a production editor, Hannah Cartmel, and a book 
designer, Dan Bisley, who blended personal photos as well as images I had 
collected from the Australian Lesbian and Gay Archives. 

The initial call-out to writers created a buzz, with a few articles flowing in after a 
promotion of BOLD I coordinated via a US-based publisher, LGBT Sr. Most of the 
early Australian submissions came from tips from my friends and those of my 
sibling, Sandy. It was important to have a strong geographic reach across 
Australia and not just urban centres, as well as gender balance. Many of the 56 
stories came from my home State of Queensland, with four from my growing-up 
city of Townsville. I wanted to make sure there were Indigenous stories and 
migrant stories, like the story of Aunty Dawn Daylight, ‘Our Spirit Runs Free’. At the 
time, she led the Indig Lez group in Brisbane and has been a great supporter of 
younger Indigenous women struggling with family and identity. 

 To be known and seen as a lesbian is as little or as much as society 
 allows. I’ve had my shares of ups and downs. When you’re Aboriginal and  
 female, people have a tendency to put you down. I’ve heard shameful  
 remarks about me on the Murri grapevine. If you want gossip, that’s   
 where you’ll hear it, from people who don’t even know me. What 
 business is it of anyone who I love to love? (p. 203).

Supported by Indigenous artist and writer Kathrine Clarke, Wiradjuri performer Fay 
June Ball also contributed. She wrote about being a ‘Proud Black Lesbian Woman’, 
even when the world was conspiring against that. 

 Ya know, there are only two or three times a year Aboriginal people   
 are allowed to come out and celebrate being Black and only one day the  
 LGBT community can celebrate their sexuality. I mean, I’m not Black and  
 a lesbian just for those particular days. I live it 24/7, and I DO celebrate  
 that every day. Because when it comes down to it, I’m a Proud Black  
 White Lesbian Woman. I can only hope my story inspires other young  
 Indigenous gays and lesbians throughout Australia (p. 66).

Early support from two prominent Australians

I contacted several prominent Australians to both contribute to and endorse 
BOLD. Two early supporters were former senator and leader of the Australian 
Greens Dr Bob Brown of Tasmania, and the Hon. Michael Kirby, former justice of the 
High Court of Australia. Bob Brown gifted two of his short stories as well as 
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providing words of praise for the back cover: “BOLD is beautiful. This anthology 
from 50 GLBTI Australians who have lived from covert to overt, darkness to light, is 
for all Australians who enjoy history that is alive, progressive and celebratory.”

The Hon. Michael Kirby was enthusiastic about my book, providing personal 
photos and words of his 46-year relationship with his life partner, Johan van Vloten. 
He also gifted the use of his landmark speech, ‘Courage’, that he had given at the 
start of the 2002 Sydney Gay Games. I drew on four short titles from his speech as 
headings for the four sections of BOLD: ‘Ours is the world of love’, 
‘People of courage’, ‘The days of exclusion are numbered’, and ‘Nothing is 
impossible’ (pp. 1,64,124,190). Generously, Mr Kirby also provided words for the back 
cover of BOLD:

 Why should it be bold to speak the truth? Once, it took boldness to say  
 the things that appear in this book. In some places, doubtless, it still does.  
 But here and now these truths are increasingly being shouted from the  
 rooftops. And David Hardy is to be thanked and praised for adding to the  
 clamour that will one day, soon, change the whole world.

Coming Out

In this collection of stories, 13 of which I wrote from extensive interviews, you will 
find poets and politicians, Elders and the elderly, actors and academics, 
conductors and counsellors, singers and social workers, publicans and preachers, 
magistrates and migration agents, dancers and drag performers, and artists and 
anglers. Most are memoirs or biographies but there are also essays, poetry and 
songs, family photos and original artwork – all revealing who we are. 

Ultimately, the ‘coming out’ story is central, with many tales of the approval or 
disapproval of parents and siblings and small-town communities and cultural 
groups and religion. There are those who have always been ‘out’, others who were 
finding a way to be their true self, and yet others who were struggling for 
recognition or acceptance. 

One Brisbane couple who were always out are John Stafford and John Ebert, who 
have now been together more than 50 years and who finally tied the knot after 
Australia introduced marriage equality in late 2017. In conservative Queensland, 
they became important activists:

 They campaigned alongside many others, demanding LGBTI rights and  
 support, in an environment where the State Government was hateful and  
 homophobic. The couple also supported a campaign for Greg Weir, an  
 openly gay man who had finished his teacher training only to be told by 
 the Queensland Teaching Service that they didn’t want him in the 
 classroom. “We were in many marches and demonstrations”, says John E. “I  
 was never arrested but I do know from my father that my name and photo  
 were recorded several times and that the infamous Special Branch who  
 had a file on me” (p. 14).

They were very active but never lost their humour:

 A friend of ours was the letter M in DEMOCRACY at one of the marches, so  
 he was the third to get arrested (p. 14).
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There are several stories from women who are transgender, like Erica from 
Townsville who has been married to her wife for 54 years. She described, within her 
town and work as a motor mechanic, an absence of anyone like herself; and so, she 
led a life of concealment. I interviewed Erica and her wife, Joan, for the article ‘The 
spy who came out from the cold’.

When Erica was still a lad in the UK, she felt different. 

 I always knew I was weird and not like the other boys. It was as if I were 
 a spy living in Russia, undercover and needing to be absolutely
  careful about what I said, how I said it, and whom I said it to. Even as a  
 youngster I had this fear of exposure.

 Early on, Erica knew she wasn’t your average guy, particularly as she was  
 always trying on Joan’s clothes in secret. Joan was aware of Erica’s needs  
 but they didn’t speak about it for many years and Erica had no idea of  
 what it was that compelled her to wear her wife’s clothes. Joan laughs. “The  
 only thing I would say to Erica is that if you’re going to pinch my clothes,  
 don’t put them back in the wardrobe as I can smell you” (p. 37).

To live lives of purpose

Many of the stories I collected were from people who had blazed trails at a time 
when they might be arrested, lose their job or even their lives, or be thrown out of 
the family home. Victorian couple Phyllis Papps and Francesca Curtis were 
trailblazers. In the interview with them by Belinda Raposo, she outlines how 
Francesca was the first person to declare her homosexuality on Australian 
television.

 In June 1970, Francesca appeared to Channel 10’s The Bailey File on behalf  
 of the Australasian Lesbian Movement (ALM) and openly and proudly 
 declared herself homosexual – the first to do so in such a public way. 
 Other members of the group had been uncomfortable going public due  
 to the potential fallout from this exposure, and so Francesca had bravely  
 put up her hand.

 Phyllis saw this television program and suddenly became aware that there  
 were more women out there like her. Imagine the epiphany that washed  
 over Phyllis, whilst living with a woman who refused to identify as 
 homosexual, when confronted with a woman brave enough to do so on  
 national television. Both their relationships were in a state of flux by this  
 point, and when Phyllis and Francesca met at an ALM social event there  
 was an instant attraction (p. 73).

In London at the start of the ‘70s, Philip Rescorla attended the first-ever meeting of 
the U.K. Gay Liberation Front (GLF). I interviewed Philip and his life partner, 
Martin Edwardes, about their early activism – Martin’s in Cardiff, Wales and Philip’s 
in London – in an article, ‘Gay is Good’, named after a key statement from the 
original GLF manifesto.

 I went along on the Wednesday and there were about 20 of us, mostly  
 people of my age and hippies – that’s a stereotype but left-wing 
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 ostensibly. The main guys who spoke, Bob Mellors and Aubrey Walters,  
 had just been to New York, to the Stonewall Pub and they learnt all about  
 the US Gay Liberation Front (GLF) and they decided to do the same in  
 England. This was the first ever meeting.

 The GLF’s first activity was to leaflet the Earls Court pubs, the then gay  
 heart of London. “Our manifesto read: ‘gay is good’ and ‘more power to the  
 oppressed people’. It covered things like ending discrimination against gay  
 people under the law and by employers and that all people attracted to  
 people of the same sex were perfectly normal. We’re still trying to get 
 there. Our manifesto called for the rights of people to hold hands and kiss  
 in public. I suspect that’s a tricky one, even today for some people. We  
 didn’t get a good reaction as the view of many of the gay people in the  
 bars was not to rock the boat or they saw us as a bunch of left-wing 
 layabouts, but on the following Wednesday, there were over 200 
 attending. That was really the start” (pp. 139-141).

Kathleen McGuire from Melbourne had led significant gay choirs in Melbourne, 
Colorado and, for 10 years, she was the music director of the San Francisco Gay 
Men’s Chorus. Her story folds into an international story about a gay hate murder 
the community knew so well from films and documentaries.

 While starting a doctorate in conducting at the University of Colorado, I  
 heard that the gay and lesbian Rainbow Chorus based in Fort Collins was  
 seeking a new conductor, for which I applied and was successful. Fort 
 Collins was a conservative ‘cowboy’ town; the Chorus included members  
 scared of being photographed with a gay group. Others, who were 
 serving in the military, listed only their initials in our programs.

 Widespread fear in the community came to a head in October 1998 with  
 heartbreaking news: 21-year-old Matthew Shepard, a gay student in 
 nearby Cheyenne, Wyoming (where several of our Chorus members  
 lived) had been attacked in a hate crime and left for dead. Being the  
 closest gay Chorus, we went to Poudre Valley Hospital and sang as 
 Matthew lay in a coma.

 I remember that cold winter morning when I prepared to drive north to  
 Wyoming to perform at his memorial concert. I was so scared; I peeled  
 my rainbow flag sticker off my car bumper (p. 161).

These stories are what Graham Willett, another BOLD contributor, described as 
‘Lives lived with purpose’, the fitting and final story in BOLD. Self-declared 
historian and activist, his full statement is: “If we want to live lives of purpose, 
knowing the past is as important as knowing the present” (p. 254).

BOLD on the road

Towards the end of my PhD, I had time on my hands, waiting for it to be 
examined, so I embarked on a new project, BOLD. I was convinced it was 
important for me to publish stories about both remarkable and everyday lives 
from older LGBTI people. So BOLD was born, and publishing BOLD not only gave 
me a sense of accomplishment, but it also provided a platform for the 
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contributors to tell and re-tell our stories in writers’ events across Australia and 
New Zealand in 2015 and 2016, including in: Melbourne (City and Werribee),
Brisbane (three events), Sunshine Coast and Gold Coast, Canberra, Sydney,
Auckland, Darwin and Alice Springs, and Townsville.

I wrote about the power of these events in an article, ‘What if the business of books 
is not just about business?’ in the September 2016 issue of Writing Queensland 
(WQ) magazine (p. 6).  

 We partnered with independent bookshops, the great champions of  
 emerging writers and community discourse, to make a great occasion of  
 each event, combining readings from contributors with live music and an  
 address by a community leader. At Avid Reader in Brisbane, Mary Jane 
 Carpenter performed the Impulse Love Song she wrote for BOLD (p. 108).  
 Aunty Dawn Daylight spoke of her support for younger lesbians and 
 Senator Clare Moore talked about the influence of stories on public 
 debate.

 BOLD is The Rag & Bone Man’s best seller, with multiple copies sold to  
 public libraries. Beyond sales, I have used interviews for radio, TV and the  
 print media to speak about the broader story of BOLD. Speaking 
 engagements at churches, suburban libraries, book clubs, writers’ festivals 
 and LGBTI Pride days have provided further opportunities to explore with  
 diverse audiences the themes in BOLD. At a recent Queensland Parliament
  event I presented a copy of BOLD to the Speaker. It is now in the 
 Parliamentary Library. 

 Every step of the way, BOLD has been in the business of activism (p. 6).

As an anthology I was keenly aware that this was the story of others, but also my 
story.  So let me end this paper with the opening paragraph from the introduction 
in BOLD:

 In a Catholic school in Townsville, I whispered ABBA and other boys  
 shouted Suzi Quatro. In 1978, in my first year at James Cook University 
 I discovered the gay newspaper Campaign. The copies were well-worn –  
 proof of others like me. But I felt adrift, and there I stayed until my father’s  
 death when I told a therapist, ‘I’m gay.’ It was a bold step, crossing a line  
 I feared. But I haven’t looked back. I’m proud to call myself gay and   
 proud of my Aboriginal heritage. Identity grabs you like that, sometimes  
 late but with its hands on each bum cheek (p. IX).
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Yarning’s spiritual and cultural benefits
Kaye Goyen

Introduction

Medicine can be administered in the right measure or handed out carelessly. The 
research within this article1 aimed to locate the spiritual and cultural medicine 
and, specifically, what six Aboriginal women experienced as either good or bad 
medicine during their participation within the Yarning Circle2. Meaning will be given 
to the term spiritual and cultural medicine. During this process, the Emu Dance 
echoed, like the dance, how the research process begins slowly, speeds up, slows 
down again, and ends with a yell and stamping of the dancers’ feet. 

When Aboriginal women perform the Emu Dance at an event, they usually apply 
ochre to their face and often to their arms and shoulders. The women in the photo 
(below) position one of their arms to represent an emu, with two fingers moving to 
denote the emu looking for food and staying aware of possible danger, especially 
for the emu chicks.

 

1. I participated in the Yarning Circle from 2011 to 2017 including from 2013 to 2016 as a 
research participant. The members of the Yarning Circle remain anonymous (as part of my 
agreement with Batchelor Institute’s Ethics Committee) as they are considered to be a 
vulnerable group.
2. “The use of a yarning circle (or dialogue circle) is an important process within 
Aboriginal culture and Torres Strait Islander culture. It has been used by Indigenous 
peoples from around the world for centuries to learn from a collective group, build 
respectful relationships, and to preserve and pass on cultural knowledge” (Queensland
Curriculum & Assessment Authority, 2020). 
3. The newspaper article did not include the name of the photographer or the names of the 
people in the photo. 

Dancers from the 
Aboriginal Centre 
for the Performing 
Arts performed 
at the Yugambeh 
Museum, 
Tamborine 
Mountain Daily 
Star, 2013.3
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Research focus 

My research project investigated the spiritual and cultural medicine experienced 
by the participants of the Yarning Circle. The spiritual and cultural elements of 
medicine in yarning differ from the mechanics of biomedicine, as it is not so much 
about a human body working like a machine but it relates more to wellbeing. 
Through my Indigenous lens I am informed by Indigenous worldviews, beliefs, 
protocols, and practices. This lens includes ways of knowing, being and doing that 
are as much an individual knowledge process as they are a combined Indigenous 
practice of lived truths (Sefa, et al., 2000; Martin & Mirraboopa, 2003). 

My research project explored a selection of the current body of research about 
Aboriginal women’s yarning and its benefits for Aboriginal women. I also uncovered 
what forms of positive change and problem solving occur. I applied a Likert scale 
chart to measure the degree that yarning improves wellbeing. My research findings 
were also intended to be useful across other Aboriginal communities.

I explored the perceptions of six Aboriginal women and how they experienced 
being regular participants in the Yarning Circle. I sought their perceptions about 
the possible existence of medicine in yarning. I included myself as a research 
participant. I also explored the medicine that I was seeking for myself by being a 
participant in this Yarning Circle. The research journey documented in this article 
provides insights into my expectations regarding the medicine in yarning and my 
findings relating to good and bad medicine. 

Spirituality 

Vicki Grieves (2008, p. 363) states that Aboriginal spirituality is defined by “… 
privileging the voices of Aboriginal people, demonstrating how Aboriginal 
spirituality is exemplified in everyday life and cultural expression”. I discovered that 
Aboriginal spirituality and culture could also be measured in everyday expression 
if told by Aboriginal peoples and if it is responsibly recorded with the consent of 
the teller and possibly also with the consent of others in their community. Care 
must be taken as some knowledges are secret and sacred and stay with Aboriginal 
knowledge keepers. 

Medicine 

The meaning of medicine changes over time and according to power and politics 
in the society (Badash et al., 2017, n. p.). There are various definitions for ‘medicine’ 
including a substance in treating disease, and something that affects wellbeing 
(see Frank et al. 2010, pp. 631-637; Kirk, 2007, pp. 13-16). In this research project I 
used wellbeing as my platform when exploring the spiritual and cultural medicine 
in yarning. Such spiritual and cultural medicine was found to be in a few areas in 
yarning at the Yarning Circle.
 
Aileen Moreton-Robinson (2000) suggests that “Indigenous women perceive the 
world as organic and populated by spirits, which connect places and people” (p. 18). 
This is the way I respected the time and place where I met participants. Since the 
women had a connection to the land and metaphysics, my research touched many 
aspects of the women’s lives. 
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I am aware of the western scientific paradigm which still strongly influences 
academic research and is likely to challenge my research and its findings. To counter 
some of the possible criticism of my project and its cultural approach, I articulated 
my own personal truth (worldview) and, from there, followed a path (methods) 
specific to a particular worldview (Kovach, 2005, p. 3). 

Method: Semi-structured interviews

This article is presented in a style that aims to show the reader the progress of my 
various roles as researcher, a member of the Yarning Circle, an Aboriginal female, 
friend, and moving to a place where my various roles come together as part of the 
Yarning Circle. Through the ceremony contained in the Yarning Circle, I hope busy 
hands will be received as a source of ancient and contemporary elegance. Some of 
the ‘medicinal’ essences are present and are a path to wellbeing which is embodied 
within what busy hands create, and other phenomena encompassing yarning/
conversation and storytelling. Through interviews with the women, I concluded 
that busy hands gave them the opportunity to rest their minds while their hands 
continued to do what they knew how to do, for example, creating traditional 
Aboriginal art or jewellery. 

By adopting in-depth, semi-structured interviews, rich data can be accessed 
(Bessarab & Ng’andu, 2010, pp. 37-38). As a methodology, phenomenology 
allows researchers like me to explore everyday phenomena (see van Manen, 2007). 
Theorists of phenomenology (for example, Groenewald, 2004, Hassani et al., 2017, 
and Mashriqi, 2013), in other projects relating to Aboriginal women (see Brown et 
al., 2015; Brown et al., 2016; Dowling, 2005), state that insights such as cultural 
safety or the lack thereof, impact negatively on Aboriginal women and their 
community. In other words, as stated by a selection of theorists, Aboriginal 
communities benefit from maintaining friendships and kinship ties where their 
Aboriginal identities are acknowledged. 

My research writing included reflective narratives to guide the reader and to ensure 
that my subjectivity as a researcher was transparent (Gidley, 2008, pp. 1-2). I 
employed busy hands as a conceptual metaphor to enable myself as the writer “… 
to imagine and present the thesis as a ‘thing’ that has significance” (Kelly, 2011, p. 
432). 

A thread that ran through my research project was the medicine I noticed and 
which I personally received as a research participant. I walked about in the muddy 
waters of my own mind. Within the mud, and from the mud, often springs the 
seeds of new growth. At times there was the sense of having my ‘emu feet’ feel 
bogged down and that I must dig my way out of the mud, placing things I found 
along the side of the track under the feet of my research dance to provide traction 
and a way of moving along.

My key research question was ‘What is the spiritual and cultural medicine in 
yarning?’, and it incorporated three main aims: 1) to explore the individual 
ingredients of spiritual and cultural medicines; 2) to contextualise women’s roles 
within the Yarning Circle and ‘busy hands’ metaphors; and 3) to critically analyse 
how spiritual and cultural medicine assists community wellbeing. 
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Findings

Through thematic analysis of the interview transcripts, I found seven recurrent 
themes: a) appreciation of yarning as a cultural act; b) happiness in looking forward 
to participating in the Yarning Circle; c) being at the Yarning Circle cleared their 
minds; d) learning and teaching at the Yarning Circle; e) benefitting from sharing 
experiences; f) learning how to dance, paint and make jewellery from beginning to 
end; and g) enjoying the phenomenon of ‘busy hands’. These themes are explored 
in the following Likert Table. 

Table 1 Spiritual and Cultural Medicine - Summary of Likert Scale Results

    

All participants spoke of medicine being found in having something to look 
forward to, and about actively participating in the Yarning Circle. They also liked 
the social and cultural act of yarning where their Aboriginality was not questioned. 
They stated that yarning and associated activities helped them to clear their minds 
of their day-to-day responsibilities through doing something – ‘busy hands’. They 
had some exercise during the dances, keeping their bodies, hands, and feet busy 
along with their minds. By sharing experiences, the women told me that they had 
some common experiences which made them feel that they were not alone. We 
all learnt and taught various skills, whether it was art, dance, crafts, or life skills.

Each activity may have provided an ingredient, making up substantial medicine 
when all the activities were experienced. One of the women was adamant that the 
Yarning Circle was indeed a yarning circle and not ‘a healing circle’, as she stressed 
that if people thought she was attending ‘a healing circle’ they would think 
something was wrong with her. Words matter. 

Theme Descriptor Preference Rating (1 to 5 for 
‘very good’, ‘good’, ‘indifferent’, 
‘bad, ‘very bad’)

1. Yarning as a cultural act Indigenous conversation very good – six participants

2. A key to happiness: 
Having something to look 
forward to

Anticipation very good – six participants

3. Clearing the mind Doing something 
and mindfulness

very good – six participants

4. Learning and teaching self-explanatory very good – six participants

5. Sharing experiences self-explanatory very good – six participants

6. Learning how to do 
something from 
beginning to end

self-explanatory very good – six participants

7. Busy hands Keeping hands busy with 
arts, crafts, food preparation, 
sharing lunch, etc

very good – six participants
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Women who spoke freely in contemporary Australian vernacular would have upset 
the women at the Yarning Circle because they yarned about how awful was the 
colourful language heard at the local shopping centre. If a woman at the Yarning 
Circle had been distressed and let fly with a bit of swearing, the mature-aged 
members would have been sympathetic to the person with the problem and 
listened and tried to help, but if swearing (which was shameful and disrespecting) 
and disrespect were part of general yarning, the women would have been hurt and 
would suggest that the person be more respectful. 

Aunty Jondalan was the senior Elder and, therefore, facilitated the Yarning Circle. 
The other Elders and trainee Elders followed her lead. The trainee Elders gave the 
senior Elder priority along with the less senior Elders second priority in such 
activities as making cups of tea or coffee, handing out paints, brushes and canvasses 
for art and distributing jewellery-making tools, and so on. 

The experience of finding my own medicine 

The most important medicine I found for myself was in having my Aboriginality 
unquestioned. I also benefitted from learning more about my culture as I was 
already 21 when I was first informed of my ethnicity and had little insight who I was 
as an Aboriginal person. I had Aboriginal school friends but was not privy to the 
intricacies of Aboriginal culture. The medicine I received at the Yarning Circle was 
different to what I expected. For some reason I thought I would be taken out into 
the bush or desert (figuratively speaking) to rough it. That was a misconception which 
urban Aboriginality tends to hold. I did make an Aboriginal skirt, head dress, had my 
faced painted with ochre and danced traditional and non-traditional dances. 

The Emu Dance taught me how to dance as an emu in a mob of emus. Like the 
emus in the dance who were physically hungry, looking for food, I was hungry for 
knowledge and an understanding of the spiritual and cultural medicine within the 
Emu Dance as part of the Yarning Circle. I looked forward to being at the Yarning 
Circle with the other Indigenous women because we shared similar beliefs of the 
cultural act of yarning. The Yarning Circle provided a few hours away from the rest 
of their lives, so they had the opportunity to clear their minds or to yarn about 
issues in their lives. 

Enablers and barriers to finding my own medicine 

I had my own car and was able to participate in the Yarning Circle. If not for my 
research project, I may not have had the courage to approach the organisation and 
seek out the Yarning Circle. At the early stages I thought a barrier to finding my own 
medicine was that the early part of my life was somewhat devoid of my father’s 
Aboriginal culture. I discovered at the Yarning Circle that trusting the process of 
learning about my culture was an ingredient in the medicine I received. Overall, 
the women at the Yarning Circle provided medicine to me by allowing me to be 
their friend. 

The core argument in the literature 

The core argument across the literature I reviewed detailed the difficulty in defining 
spiritual and cultural medicine. Because Aboriginal culture is different to that of 
non-Indigenous culture, one could be juxtaposed with the other helping to 
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indicate what was important in Aboriginal culture. I was aware that Aboriginal 
culture remains influenced by non-Indigenous culture and that the meaning of 
medicine changes over time.

Miriam Rose Ungenmerr (1993) suggests that we are waiting for Europeans to 
understand us and that “… if they let us come to them, if they open up their minds 
and hearts to us, we may lighten their burdens” (n. p.). This is important as the lives 
of Aboriginal peoples are influenced by European cultures. Yarning is part of this. 
Yarning Circles are also influenced by outside forces such as politics and 
government funding. An example of this was when the Murriajabree organisation 
lost government funding, so the Yarning Circle became independent of 
Murriajabree. The funding allocated to Murriajabree was moved to non-Indigenous 
projects that Indigenous peoples could take part in, but I knew of no Aboriginal 
person who did so. 

In the literature review and elsewhere in this thesis, the Yarning Circle had a 
hierarchical structure from senior Elder down to newcomers and the uninitiated. 
Respect for these roles and for each other was known and practised. As the 
participants were women, feminisms were explored with a selection of theorists 
such as Moreton-Robinson (2000), Hookimaw-Witt (2006) and Koshan (2009), who 
demonstrated that the feminist movement has worked hard to give breath to the 
wants or needs of Indigenous and other cultures. 

With very few exceptions, we treated each other with respect. We kept our hands 
busy with arts and crafts. The women were not afraid of silences and did not talk 
over each other. They shared experiences. There were unspoken boundaries which 
meant that, culturally, the women knew the respect they expected from each other. 
Indigenous cultural protocols made the Yarning Circle. Research suggests that 
spiritual and cultural medicine tended to create or maintain wellbeing (Marmor & 
Harley, 2018). In the process, some of the spiritual and cultural medicine was about 
being in a place where outside stressors could be elided, as with the Emu Dance 
where we got together as a mob, had the adventure of dancing, creating traditional 
and contemporary Aboriginal paintings, making jewellery in Aboriginal colours, and 
eating lunch together. 

Researcher’s role 

Being both a participant and a researcher employing qualitative research suggests 
that as an instrument I am sufficiently complex enough to understand and learn 
about human existence (Lave & Kvale, 1995). In that way, field research benefits 
social research (Burgess, 1984). In my interaction with other Aboriginal women, I 
employed qualitative research to explore Aboriginal spiritual and cultural medicine 
within one yarning circle. In using qualitative research, I asked why? Therefore, my 
role was to isolate and define phenomena/groupings during the progression of 
research to understand and learn. 

Spirituality 

As previously stated, Vicki Grieves (2008, p. 363) defines Aboriginal spirituality as “… 
privileging the voices of Aboriginal people, demonstrating how Aboriginal spirituality 
is exemplified in everyday life and cultural expression”. I argue that Aboriginal 
spirituality and culture could also be measured in everyday expression. 
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I choose not to call it a healing circle because I found the response to the term has 
been negative because of the inference that participants had something wrong 
with them. It was not my intention to offend but point taken. It could have more 
to do with self-realisation and knowing inner strength. So, once over the hurdle of 
terminology, and with academia allowing me to use yarning as a research focus, of 
both having a yarn in a yarning circle, as well as using it as a method of 
gathering data for my PhD, I am mindful of the western scientific paradigm which 
still strongly influences academic research and is likely to challenge my research 
and its findings. To counter some of the possible criticism of my project and its 
cultural approach, I articulated my own personal truth (worldview) and, from there, 
followed a path (methods) specific to a particular worldview (Kovach, 2005, p. 3). 

The proposition offered here is that there is a space for yarning circles grounded 
in Aboriginal ways of knowing and that yarning circles are different from western 
groups of women who meet socially. For example, in yarning circles there is no 
alcohol; some yarning circles allow coarse language and others expect no shame 
words to be used. I participated in what was once a traditional dance and yarning 
circle that then combined with a yarning circle that yarns and simultaneously 
keeps hands busy, currently through traditional beading or painting activity. The 
group also shares a healthy lunch together, although some unhealthy food 
sometimes tiptoes in. However, an important part of yarning circles is to encourage 
a healthy and responsible life in the framework of Aboriginal knowledges focused 
on general wellbeing. 
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Bana-gu gali-gal – Born of Tears 
Dr Jola Stewart-Bugg

This creative work was designed to pay tribute and honour the brave Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander men and woman who stood up and told their stories 
and relived the horror of their childhoods (Bringing Them Home, 1997). Bana-gu 
gali-gal re−presents the trauma of child removal associated with assimilation. The 
image speaks to the unspeakable: the anguish of having a child forcibly removed 
from a parent; the terror of the ‘disappeared’ child; the grief of loss and being lost; 
the loss of love; the profound loss of connection. 

Bana-gu gali-gal is a 3D material representation of assimilation; an 
interpretation and visual testimony to that trauma (Davey, 2015). Bana-gu gali-gal 
is a visual representation of the visceral experiences of enforced removal and 
subsequent abuses. There was no hope for those affected to express agency over 
the dominant power of language circulating in the legislative halls of the colonialist 
circuit of culture. At least none that extended to the children. Testimonies from 
survivors of this system shared with the Bringing Them Home inquiry (1997) 
confront the dominant institutional language used in these homes where they 
were shamed. Testimonies tell of children being beaten to comply or told on 
freezing nights that they were not cold, they only thought they were cold: “It’s for 
your own good.” Children were told to think of the possibilities ‘tomorrow will 
bring’ when they embraced and conformed to a white identity (Bringing Them 
Home, 1997). In other words, comply or else. Tomorrow rarely brought another 
blanket, socks, jumper or warm pyjamas. Just tears that no mother could wipe away 
and no cuddles to comfort a crying child. 

Bana-gu gali-gal connotes a sense of the grief and trauma experienced by the 
human subjects of assimilation who suffered as children and then had to relive the 

right + opposite page, 
Jola Stewart-Bugg, 
Bana-gu gali-gal (Born of 
Tears), 2018 (details); 
artwork details p. 81.
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horror of their institutionalised pasts in order to testify as adults. The testimonies 
of survivors are the hope of survival and even that is not always possible. From that 
perspective, the hand reaching in to grasp that of the not-quite born foetus to 
remove it from the maternal body represents the grasping hand of the 
assimilationist. And, by extension, the persistent endeavours of colonialist policy 
to sever the connections between mother and child in order to extinguish the life 
from kinship—a cornerstone of Aboriginal culture and identity—child by child. 

Because Bana-gu gali-gal is intended as a tribute to the survivors of the Stolen 
Generations, it has been layered in pages outlining assimilation policies and its 
aftermath (Atkinson, 2017) and the Bringing Them Home Report (1997) to ensure 
the words of governments are seen in direct connection to their consequences for 
children and parents rather than just gathering dust on a bookshelf. The uterus has 
been pulled apart to reflect the tearing away of the mother’s connection to her 
child, as well as the severing of that connection to families and Country. The womb 
is held open by the words written in the Assimilation Policy and as such bleed the 
losses of generations as shown by the graphic representation of a wound that 
never heals. The uterus holds a foetus that is wrapped in transgenerational 
scholarly works (Atkinson, 2017; Dudgeon, Watson & Holland, 2017); written words 
that are at times ignored by government agencies as being a way of inhibiting 
further healing. The heart is torn open to represent the tearing out of one’s soul 
and the leaving of a hole that never heals. Within the heart space are the names 
of all the men and woman who gave testimony of the atrocities that were inflicted 
against them (Bringing them Home, 1997). 

Within Bana-gu gali-gal is a hidden light, a light that symbolises hope in that one 
day, people will acknowledge that Aboriginal people deserve to have the light 
shone for them as Australians; however, just like Aboriginal people who were left in 
the dark and hidden, so, too, is the switch to turn the light on. One must feel 
compelled to search for the switch before things will change. 
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No one asked me 

No one asked me did I want protection. 
No one asked me did I want to be white. 
No one cared for my journey of walking in my ancestor’s light. 
You all told me what I needed.  
You all told me how to feel and how to act.  
Yet no one ever asked me how this felt when placed upon my back. 
You all knew what was best for me. 
You all knew what was right. 
No one asked me about my pain and suffering as I struggled to be white. 
You wrote the policies and guidelines. 
That are etched in your ancestral gold 
Yet my own ancestors singing, and stories are ones that were never told. 
You use your words against me like a sword shining in the light. 
You use your words for power. 
Yet never understanding my plight. 
You choose your time for conversation. 
You choose how and when you hear. 
Yet when I share my pain and anguish this falls on dominant deaf ears. 
You ask me to the table for my stories to be told. 
You ask me to be honest to relive the horrors of old. 
I share my stories with you.  
Which you place within a book. 
For once again I am nothing something you can choose to overlook.  
You place the burden of my trauma back at my feet. 
You place my children’s burden far from my reach. 
Yet you take what you want and never understand. 
That all my future generations are placed now in the palm of your hand. 
You leave me with the trauma of your ancestors so-called rights. 
You leave me with an emptiness of you never understanding my plight. 
You leave me with words that are written on your paper. 
Yet fail to acknowledge the anguish and heartbreak achieved by your dominant 
English nature. 

Dr Jola Stewart-Bugg, 2020
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Jola Stewart-Bugg, Bana-gu ga-
li-gal (Born of Tears) (details), 2018, 
1200cm(h) x 900cm(w), MDF ply; 
mesh; paper; printed pages from the 
Bringing Them Home Report (1997); 
crayons and wax; pages from 
Emeritus Professor Judy Atkinson 
(2017), Transgenerational Trauma

Collection: Jola Stewart-Bugg

Title transcribed from English (Born 
of Tears) to Gomeroi language, 
Bana-gu gali-gal. Aunty Beth Wright, 
Gamilaraay Elder, 2020; reproduced 
with permission

Photos by Jola Stewart-Bugg
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Panic

Mouth dry
Head pounding
Heart pumping
Wild and irrational thoughts racing through the head
Hands cold
Skin itching
Eyes twitching
Can’t get out of bed
Frozen
Toes not moving
Cramp in leg
Unable to utter words
Can’t make a sound
Hoping there is no one around
But hoping too that help is at hand
Panic, anxiety, terror
Fright, fear, horror
Frantic, frenzied, hysteria
In a cold sweat, petrified, startled
Always left
Wondering what triggers this incorporeal state of distress.

Dr Sue Stanton, December, 2009, Gafsa, Tunisia
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A poem about Puddles

Little puddles
Big puddles
Clear puddles
Murky puddles
All those puddles.
Watch a small bug climbing the steep wall of a deep puddle
See the mosquito fly in and skip a puddle
Notice the drowned moth ... or a lady bug
Or throw a rock at a sunbaking slug.
Time the sailing of the leaf yacht or the multi-petaled flower as it covers 
the watery expanse – sometimes being blown off-course by a sudden 
wisp of breeze, it dances
Sunlight highlighting its markings, accentuated by water droplets as it 
advances, twists and turns, ups and downs 
Where would we be without puddles?

Dr Sue Stanton, 2021

Stanton, A poem about Puddles
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Why we do what we do! Reflections of an 
Aboriginal linguist working on the maintenance 
and revival of ancestral languages
Dr Jeanie Bell

Being a language worker, community linguist or language activist requires a great 
deal of commitment and a strong belief in what you are doing. After all, it involves 
continually convincing yourself and others around you of the importance of what 
you are doing in helping to keep our identity strong and pass onto younger 
generations the value of maintaining a connection to traditional practices. There is 
a very practical side to it also, as you have to be out there promoting the use of
our languages in all different contexts such as in education, land claims, tourism 
and media.

This work is often done by small groups of dedicated people and in some cases 
just one or two individuals working on their own. Quite often people do this work 
without payment as they are determined to see successful outcomes in the work 
of maintenance and revival, keeping alive the old languages of this land. For those 
of us who live in regions where there are less than a few language speakers still 
alive this work is even more critical, although in reality this applies to all Indigenous
languages both in Australia and around the world as they are more threatened 
than ever before. This is illustrated in the following quotes from participants 
speaking about ‘keeping language strong’ at a Centre for Australian Languages and 
Linguistics (CALL) Language Awareness Conference.

 It’s so easy for our languages to get Westernised, this is happening at a
 rapid rate. It’s very important to do something about it now. Get back
 to the communities and put these programs in place to retain it. The
 young people, it’s so easy for them to just grab a word and use it and
 then it becomes habit and then the language word is gone
 (Speedy McGuiness, Kungarakany, Batchelor area, Ngoonjook 21, July 2002,
 p. 10).

 I’m in my fifties so I’m both, you know. I’m listening to the old people and  
 listening to the young children. Our languages are dying out. Us old 
 people, we got to try and get more language, record it before it all dies  
 out. We got to try to keep that language strong
 (Aloysious Kungul, Magati Ke, Port Keats area, Ngoonjook 21, July 2002, p.  
 10).

In our daily lives other priorities can mean important language work has to be 
put on the back burner. For instance in 2001 I received an invitation to attend an 
endangered languages conference in Kyoto, Japan. I readily accepted the invitation 
thinking of it as an opportunity to meet groups such as the Ainu, the Indigenous 
people of Japan, and others working with endangered languages. Unfortunately I 
was unable to attend the conference due to the deaths of three Elders in our 
community. The conference in Kyoto had as a theme for discussion ‘Why do we 
have to save endangered languages—what do we lose specifically in losing those 
languages?’ The organisers wanted to look at specific cases rather than just accept 
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the conceptual and ideological explanation that it is cultural diversification that 
would be lost. This question inspired me to write this paper ‘Why do we do what 
we do?’, and to ask this of myself and others as we reflect on our work as linguists 
and language workers. I have been involved with Aboriginal languages in a formal 
way since I studied linguistics as an undergraduate student at Monash University 
in the late 1970s, and have worked in language-related areas in Queensland, the 
Northern Territory, and more recently Victoria. I am currently a lecturer at CALL, 
Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education, 100 kilometres south of 
Darwin. 

At the end of 2001, after the funerals I mentioned earlier, I was speaking to one of 
my older sisters about problems in our community affecting our efforts to involve 
community people in cultural revival programs. Her reaction, which I had heard 
many times before, was one of resigned acceptance of the situation, and while I 
agreed with her in some ways, I reminded myself that we must stay hopeful and 
true to our Ancestors, ourselves, and our language and culture. We need to continue 
to encourage ourselves, each other and most importantly, community people, to 
participate in these programs and value our ancestral languages in their daily lives. 
While many of our people state support for proposals to develop language and 
culture programs, it may not be obvious in the numbers who turn up for organised 
classes or activities. This can be disappointing especially as you know the potential 
for such a program, but you can’t give up as sometimes only will and determination 
will make these programs a success.

Reflecting on the question from the Kyoto conference and the challenges of 
working as a linguist in one’s local environment raises another question: is the work 
we do in trying to save our languages a question of biodiversity on a global scale or 
is it more about cultural survival at a local level? Linguistic biodiversity is an issue 
which motivates many university linguists to work on the documentation of 
endangered languages around the world. Many linguists and language workers in 
Australia make a significant contribution to this documentation, and while I 
empathise with this position, it could be said that this thinking seems to serve the
interests of the profession more than advancing speakers’ interests. I am mindful of 
another view which exists and is supported by many of us doing community 
language work. This view is referred to in the publication, An ecology of 
relationship: language, understanding and education:

 The decline of linguistic diversity should be a trigger for radical rethinking  
 rather than a reason for doing the same old thing only moreso and faster  
 (Muhlhausler, 1998, cited in White, 1999, p. 19).

I believe that the strenuous efforts of most Indigenous language workers is 
primarily about sustaining our linguistic survival in our own country and a 
determination to ensure that our cultural heritage continues to be passed onto 
future generations, even if in a modified form to what it was 100 or 200 years ago. 
We do it to stay connected to our country and the old ways of our Ancestors and 
we need it to stay strong in ourselves and to understand how the ‘old people’ 
stayed strong in their spiritual and cultural survival. We also need to work out the 
best ways we can take it into the future, to provide leadership in our family groups 
andcommunities to go forward into the ‘healing time’ with renewed strength
in our cultural heritage and hope for a better future.
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So how can our traditional languages and associated cultural practices, supported 
by our efforts in researching, rebuilding and teaching our languages, help us on this 
journey of recovery and survival? 

Again, a question raised by researchers after the Kyoto conference guided my 
response to this important issue. 

The question, included in an email request, was as follows: 
 
 Please tell us what researchers and speakers are currently doing for 
 protecting such endangered languages, and what do you hope to do in  
 the future? (researcher from the second international conference on 
 endangered languages of the Pacific rim, Kyoto, pers. comm., 2002).

I have spent many years doing research and study on the cultural practices and 
languages spoken by the old people in my homeland area of south-east 
Queensland. I have spent countless hours reading the relevant material, entering 
language information into computer databases, and analysing this material to 
understand it better so I can pass it onto others in our community. I have also 
spent many hours immersing myself in the language of my Grandmothers from Gari
(Fraser Island) in order to understand and learn how to speak the language in a 
grammatically correct way. To do this I worked with taped materials left by an old 
Grandfather whom I knew as a child growing up in south-east Queensland. His 
Aboriginal name was Gaiarbau and he was a very well-known and respected Elder, 
who spoke at least six traditional languages/dialects from our Country, as well as 
being an eloquent speaker of ‘proper’ English. A well-known linguist, Stephen
Wurm, who worked with many endangered languages of the world, recorded 
Grandfather Willie (Gaiarbau) in the ‘50s and ‘60s in south-east Queensland. L .P. 
Winterbotham, a linguistic anthropologist, also worked with him both prior to and 
after Wurm.

As a very young person, I remember hearing Grandfather Willie speaking 
language and singing corroborree songs at different community events where he 
was often referred to as the last surviving ‘full-blood’ Aboriginal man from south-
east Queensland. He also came to our house sometimes to visit my Dad who was 
his paternal nephew, and he would tell stories in English and language. While I 
don’t remember having lots of time with Grandfather Willie, I know we were 
connected, and he has been a mentor and guide through my life, helping me to 
sustain my interest in traditional languages, and encouraging me to gain the skills 
I needed to work with our languages. Over the last 10 years he has taught me to 
understand and speak our languages through taped material he left as part of his 
invaluable legacy.

When I was in my mid-twenties, I was travelling in a bus across the Nullabor Plains 
to visit a sister living in Perth, and in the middle of the night I heard some traditional 
Aboriginal people outside the bus speaking language. The bus had stopped 
somewhere in the desert to drop off a woman and her small daughter who were 
returning from hospital in Adelaide. It was my first experience of hearing a large 
group of people speaking fluent language and images of Grandfather Willie and 
others talking and singing language in our country came flooding back into my 
mind. That brief encounter with fluently spoken traditional language in the desert 
in Western Australia had a lasting impact on me.
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Learning a new language is a big challenge as English (or some variety of it) has 
become a first language for many of us, and we may have had only limited 
exposure to hearing traditional language spoken in a full way. The challenge of 
getting our tongues around the different sounds of the language, and working out 
how to express what we feel or the desire to communicate in a new language can 
be overwhelming. 

If we have been lucky enough to hear the old languages spoken in full or in part, 
we know why it is important for us to revive these languages, but for many of the 
younger generations who have missed out on this experience, the motivation or 
relevance to share in our efforts is not there. The transgenerational transmission 
broken by government policies, neglect and lack of respect for our cultural 
heritage, is a big part of what we are trying to restore, as well as convincing our 
young people of the relevance and value of traditional language to their lives
today as traditional custodians of this land. While it does happen in restricted 
situations and limited speech contexts, we also must remember that when we use 
language words mixed in with our English and encourage others to do the same, 
we are contributing to the revival and maintenance of an invaluable and 
irreplaceable cultural heritage.

While many of us have been denied the right to grow up with our languages, we 
know through the close family and community ties we share we have been 
immersed subconsciously in the old ways of speaking and living. It is only 50 years 
ago or less that these languages were spoken in a fluent way all over this country—a 
short time really since our people danced the country, sang the stories and lived 
the experience. If we missed out on the hub of it because we were born just
prior to or after its gradual demise, we can still feel the spirit of this experience 
at that time. We can feel it through our old people whether they are still with us 
or not, our grannies who taught us what they knew, our parents, our aunties and 
uncles, our older brothers, sisters and cousins who shared their experience with us 
and showed us the way, even if only at certain times when families came together.

It isn’t just the language that is coming back to us, but also the dances, the songs, 
and other cultural practices including old and new protocols which are being 
negotiated and put in place. As the upcoming generation of Elders and or potential 
community leaders, we have the opportunity to share this experience through our 
children, nieces and nephews and our grandchildren. They are the new generation, 
and while they may be resistant at times to the old ways, we know they can feel 
the strength of it and will eventually open up to the learning of it in their own time. 
As time goes on, the younger generations will strengthen and develop through a 
spiritual connection to the land.

Another question posed by the researchers after the Kyoto conference got me 
thinking about relationships in our culture and how information about various 
kinship systems that has been collected and recorded over the years, could be 
applied in ways that could strengthen our communities.

 Please tell us if you know of any other research or reference materials
 that detail on ‘wisdom incorporated in words’ with specific examples.
 (researcher from the second international conference on endangered
 languages of the Pacific rim, Kyoto, pers. comm., January, 2002).
Reading about and understanding the kinship system of my family groups in 
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south-east Queensland as well as reading up on kinship systems practised by other 
groups is an interest of mine. Younger generations learnt the kinship rules from 
birth, but as this knowledge was gradually lost or replaced in some communities, 
only certain Elders who knew the system in all its detail were able to inform others 
of its complex structures.

 There are specific problems associated with other more ‘cultural’ areas
 of lexicon, particularly those concerned with the religious life and
 kinship. The linguistic fieldworker needs to be well acquainted with
 the anthropological information available for the group which he is
 working with but this literature is not always linguistically accurate
 and the fieldworker may have to check or expand some aspects of it
 in order to define terms or specify rules of usage. Kin terminology is
 a good example of these problems. The semantic range of a kin term
 may vary depending on such things as the nature of the speaker-
 addressee relationship and the social context of the utterance. The
 fieldworker should look for different ‘levels’ within the kin term
 system … (Sutton & Walsh, 1979, p. 21).

I have a belief that if we could resurrect this knowledge, both linguistically and 
socially, and convince others in our community to adapt these old ways of 
relating to each other, it could be used to determine right and wrong relationships 
for marriage and having children, and help make sense of some of the confusion 
and chaos in our lives today. A return to some of the old traditions and disciplines
practised by our Ancestors could help to restore some order and healing
back into our communities.

While this may seem unrealistic and overly optimistic to some, I am continuing to 
understand more about how these systems worked and where possible share this 
information with other interested people in my family and community. I have seen 
the way the kinship system works in Central Australia and other places, and while 
the kinship rules are not as strictly adhered to as in earlier times, they continue to 
have a strong influence in determining relationships between and within the
various tribes and language and skin groups.

While there will be a big difference between a traditional practice and its
contemporary application in the context and complexity of modern life, there can 
be a real purpose in adapting these old ways including oral stories and knowledge 
passed onto us by old people, including making them more relevant to the younger 
generations. It must be done with the consent and involvement of Elders and 
custodians from the family group, clan or tribe. While there may be some 
opposition to such efforts, if we have the necessary support to get started, and the 
confidence in our ability to make the project happen, it can become a reality.

We must also continue to educate the wider community of multicultural Australia 
to respect and support our right to continue to practise aspects of our traditional 
heritage as we choose. This task along with convincing our own mob to support our 
efforts in this area is the challenge we face every day.

I am encouraged everyday by the community language work being carried out 
around the country and the new ideas and strategies being put in place to ensure 
success with these programs. The valuable work that people are doing, including 
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the work of many CALL students currently enrolled in language and linguistics 
courses at Batchelor Institute, is impressive and inspiring. It is a privilege to be part 
of this journey but, sadly, time is not on our side at this point in history, as
many of the last speakers of our languages get older and will not be around for too 
much longer to pass onto younger generations this invaluable knowledge.

We also need to put our ideas and work into publications so as to contribute to 
the ongoing debate around the linguistic documentation of endangered languages, 
and the issues affecting language revival and maintenance in Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander communities. Above all else, we must be committed to ‘keep doing 
it’.

This article first appeared in Ngoonjook, 30, 2007, during which time Jeanie Bell was a 
linguistics lecturer at Batchelor Institute. 
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Land and culture: necessary but not sufficient 
for the future. Identity in the 21st century 

Dr Rosalie Kunoth-Monks 

There have been many fine words written and spoken about Aboriginal land and 
culture over the years. I would like to heartily endorse all of the positive sentiment 
that has surrounded these writings and the good intentions of the writers. 
It has long been argued passionately that without land we are nothing and the 
combination of land and culture provides us with the ‘compass’ to life. If I look back 
at my past I can see where there is a picture of great cohesiveness within a tribal 
group that has arisen from a strong connection to land and culture. It is in this 
setting that the caring and sharing was real. 

In the past sacred objects were positioned in places where they were essential to 
survival. The old people had the ability to read the environment and know when 
shortage of food or water or some other life-giving force was imminent. They would 
tell us something was in short supply and we had to tighten our belts as it were. We 
were instructed not to hurt or take certain species until they had regenerated.
In these times there was a reason for discipline, skin relations, sacred songs and 
performance of ritual because it strengthened survival. 

Today I am left wondering, and as a leader I am torn by my heart and my 
memories, and at the same time I have to be honest with myself and my people 
and face the realities. When I visit my community now, I no longer find cohesion. In 
place of caring and sharing I find sickness, violence and self-harm. The sacred 
objects and the sacred ceremonies are few and far between. People are not 
attending, they take less time to learn and perform, stories are short-cut. In many 
situations that I have been personally involved in where traditionally people 
mourned the dead and absolved the family and relations, I now find people can’t 
wait to split the limited possessions of the dead. Where once I would pass my 
coolamon on to my grand-daughter, now people are worried for the car, and the 
fridge and the clothes that are fought for around the graveside.
 
When I look for people seriously attempting to sustain themselves on the land, 
there are some who are hunting for recreational benefit, but few people seriously 
believe that hunting is more than this in sustaining life these days. Some families 
are on small parcels of land but don’t have a plan for that land, even one that 
manages the availability of the resources on that land. There is very little denial in 
times of shortage and little adjustment to lifestyle or discipline involved in 
management of the environment. We now want rewards in the form of money and 
possession, even though we don’t convert these to new forms of wealth. Group 
hunting is gone. We don’t bring common goods back to the community. Rather, 
people stay out bush consuming things on their own. 

The breakdown of law and order and the conspiracy of silence is a serious new 
issue to some. It is a concern to me that this has in fact been disappearing for 
some time and there is no longer a strong framework of land and culture to 
provide for and sustain the harmony and responsibility we were known for in the 
past. It is the case that in many parts, the only dreaming is that of the people who 
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yearn for the past and wish to tie us back to that past. Here I include 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous people. Increased technology and mobility in cars 
and phones, etc., has hastened these changes—and we can’t go back. Our 
Indigenous instinct has been to try to adapt and connect on our own terms—but it 
is increasingly difficult. 

In essence I am proud of my memories and my history but I am not proud of what 
we currently see and the way our younger generation is responding. We face a clash 
of cultures. We are all on personal journeys but ultimately we are all on a journey 
of change. We are not static museum pieces and we are now citizens of the globe, 
not just our small ‘nation’ on traditional land. The irony is that the nostalgic view of 
Indigenous people is that we survived through adaptability and resilience—yet in 
the face of globalism we appear unable to adapt. 

Some of our young Indigenous response has been to adapt and resist by borrowing 
from other cultures. How did hip hop get in there? 

So what is it that is important to retain in this process of change? In times where 
land and culture appear to have forsaken us, what is it that we need to establish 
more than anything? I put it to you that if we are to accept change then it must not 
come at the expense of identity. The concept of identity is complex and includes 
the symbolic importance of land and culture but it also allows for an individual 
response to change. Identity as an Aboriginal person, acceptance of yourself, is the 
most important piece of knowledge that Aboriginal people can have for the future. 
Identity is not a right as such. Rather, it is something you develop yourself. 

A lot of our people today do not know where they belong. They can’t go forward 
and they can’t go back and they are becoming aggressive and self-destructive. You 
lose your culture through the choices you take or the choices circumstance forces 
you to take, albeit reluctantly. Culture cannot be taken away; it is given away or 
reinforced with every decision that an individual makes. 

The other reason I think identity is important is that it focuses on a personal 
approach to the future by providing a sense of self that can survive outside land 
and culture. If we rely only on identifying with land and culture we become tied 
to customary practice rather than facing the future and what needs to be done 
today. We can no longer be tied to the land through the old ways, although there 
are many, as I said earlier, who think romantically that we should always respond 
to new situations through customary eyes and practices without adopting new 
approaches. 

This is why the groups I am involved with have spent so much time working with 
desert knowledge because we need new knowledge and the situations we face are 
new situations. The knowledge of the past is captured in the land and cultural 
practices that bound it together and made sense of it. Our knowledge for the 
future requires more than this. 

As an elder, if you ignore this reality, you are not being real to yourself or a true 
leader to your people. We can’t get our rich history back; in fact many of the older 
people I talk with don’t actually want it back. People are responding with their feet 
where they can, where people have new knowledge and full understanding of that. 
They make responsible and good decisions that help them to further establish 
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their identity as Aboriginal people. 

If we seriously look back at our attempts to live our culture over the changes of the 
last 30 years, we would have to admit that we have not been able to sustain culture 
in the way I described earlier. What it has done to our men, our women and our 
kids is now before us and it is not good. I think we have reached a point where we 
need to know our culture to whatever level is appropriate for our particular living 
circumstances, but then move on to the decisions we have to make today to enjoy 
the benefits of living in the present. Noel Pearson talks about our ability to move in 
different orbits. His comments are carefully crafted around Cape York history and 
opportunities. 

I am worried about desert peoples. In that regard, one thing is sure. No longer is 
reliance on land and culture sufficient. People more and more use these as an 
excuse for not performing and not taking difficult decisions—they are locked into 
stationary orbit. 

One of our problems is that everyone else is trying to think of the solutions for us 
instead of resourcing us to learn lessons and make mistakes on our own. What I 
am finding in the shared journey through the desert knowledge work, is that we are 
able to learn side by side more. We are at a crossroads, we need to choose carefully 
and quickly. I am hurting inside and I say this with huge pain—but for our survival 
this is where we need to go. 

We are on a path of cultural suicide if we continue to smash up against today’s 
world. We have to begin by accepting some blame ourselves for the choices and 
decisions we have taken and accept responsibility for our future. Being a victim 
cannot be part of the identity that we seek. Political correctness will not get us 
over the line. The keys to discovering our identity are in self-awareness, group 
awareness and our ability to access new knowledge through education and shared 
life experiences. In the past we found identity through separateness. Our new 
identity has to be part of a much bigger picture. Aboriginal identity has to take us 
beyond land and culture. 

Many people have been confused about the recent policy debates around viability 
and sustainability of communities and mainstreaming of services. These matters 
are seen by some as urgent issues. It is my belief that the confusion will only be 
resolved through a new sense of identity, because through that people will 
connect to future pathways of local, national and international interests. 
Government may shape the policy and funding environment, newspapers will 
provide commentary, but we are the ones who decide to accept or reject the 
opportunities presented. 

I am sure that the significant population of Indigenous people in the NT will mean 
that identity in desert Australia will be very different to the sense of identity on the 
east coast. 

The catalyst of change that we talk about in the Desert Peoples Centre (DPC) has 
to begin with individuals making decisions to change. Neither the decisions nor the 
changes can be forced. The DPC is not compulsory education—it involves choice, 
commitment and a desire for change. For these reasons the DPC may be a point 
for debate and discussion but our desire is to bring a positive contribution to 
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people’s journeys. 

The DPC will work with people and create an environment where they can explore 
their identity as global citizens living in desert Australia. Desert knowledge provides 
space for us to develop a new kind of connection to country, across country and 
internationally. 

My hope for the next generation is that we gather the new knowledge and make 
good decisions and make the change that will create our identity as a people of 
the world. 

This article first appeared in Ngoonjook, 30, 2007 during which time Rosalie Kunoth-Monks 
was Chair of Batchelor Institute Council. The article is based on a paper presented at the 
Desert Knowledge Australia Symposium, Desert Knowledge Precinct, Alice Springs, 
November 2006. 

 
The late Dr Rosalie Kunoth-Monks OAM (1937-2022) was honoured with a state funeral 
3 March 2022 at the Desert Knowledge Precinct in Alice Springs (Mparntwe).
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Ngarla

The first time I saw her we were standing in line,
senior girls on the outside and juniors inside.
We were sent to St Mary’s – an Anglican home
for children whose families lived distant from town.

Her right foot turned inward in a shy little pose,
hands raised to her eyes, this shy little rose.
Children shoving impatiently, whose palates were stretched
on a cool Sunday morning – the morning of rest.

I saw she was anxious so I beckoned her while
but I wasn’t prepared for her cute little smile.
Her beautiful teeth flashed right back at me
and I couldn’t help asking who she might be.

Her eyes were so large with a softness unknown
and I couldn’t help feeling we both felt a bond.
Her skin was the colour of the red desert land
and her hair had the shine of the gold desert sand.

When she smiled from beneath her unruly curl
I felt something was special in this little girl.
The next time I saw her she was well in her teens.
I couldn’t believe what I saw – a young beauty queen.

She was chosen to act in a movie tone screen.
I’m certain her smile was the one deciding thing.
Her confidence was stronger, her body was trim
and her smile more radiant ‘neath a brilliant white brim.
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The first time I saw her we were standing in line,
senior girls on the outside and juniors inside.
We were sent to St Mary’s – an Anglican home
for children whose families lived distant from town.

Her right foot turned inward in a shy little pose,
hands raised to her eyes, this shy little rose.
Children shoving impatiently, whose palates were stretched
on a cool Sunday morning – the morning of rest.

I saw she was anxious so I beckoned her while
but I wasn’t prepared for her cute little smile.
Her beautiful teeth flashed right back at me
and I couldn’t help asking who she might be.

Her eyes were so large with a softness unknown
and I couldn’t help feeling we both felt a bond.
Her skin was the colour of the red desert land
and her hair had the shine of the gold desert sand.

When she smiled from beneath her unruly curl
I felt something was special in this little girl.
The next time I saw her she was well in her teens.
I couldn’t believe what I saw – a young beauty queen.

She was chosen to act in a movie tone screen.
I’m certain her smile was the one deciding thing.
Her confidence was stronger, her body was trim
and her smile more radiant ‘neath a brilliant white brim.

Mills, Ngarla

The hat she wore could never conceal
the beautiful smile of this young beauty queen.
She played out her role in magnificent style
and one pleasing feature was her own special smile.

Then later I saw her – mature and strong,
believing her own convictions as she sang her life’s song.
I admire you Ngarla – you make me feel glad.
As your St Mary’s family, I feel very proud.
I’m pleased that I met you, with love I remember.
I’m pleased you consider – I am your big sister.

To Rose – my love and admiration. 

Dr Kathy Mills, 3 August 1988

Dedicated to Rosalie Kunoth-Monks. 
 

Rosalie Kunoth-Monks OAM (1937-2022) was the first Aboriginal woman to take a lead role 
in a feature film (Jedda, 1955). Ngarla Kunoth was the name Jedda’s film-makers, Charles and 
Elsa Chauvel, gave her based on her mother’s skin group and Anmatyerre identity however 
her own skin was Apunaga.

Previously published in Mookanunganuk, Selected poems by Mooradoop 
Kathy Mills, Batchelor Institute Press, 2020, and recited by Evelyn Schaber at the state 
funeral for Rosalie Kunoth Monks, Alice Springs, 3 March 2022. 

Kathy Mills was awarded an Honorary Doctorate from Batchelor Institute at a ceremony held 
on the grounds of Palmerston Hospital, 16 March 2022.
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Rosalie Kunoth-Monks and Kathy Mills, Myilly 
Point, Darwin, 25 October 2015, at an event 
to commemorate the heritage significance of 
Myilly Point as the site of Kahlin Compound 
(1913-1939), a government institution primarily 
for Aboriginal people of mixed descent. 
Kathy, whose father and mother spent time 
at Kahlin, has long campaigned for greater 
recognition of the history and site of Kahlin 
Compound.  

Photo: Francine Chinn

Students at St Mary’s Hostel, Alice Springs, c. 1947. Photographer unknown. St Mary’s was 
where Kathy Mills and Rosalie Kunoth-Monks first met, as described in Kathy’s tribute-
poem Ngarla. St Mary’s was an Australian Board of Missions hostel (1947-1972) which 
housed Stolen Generations Aboriginal children as well as Aboriginal children from around 
the NT who were sent there voluntarily by their parents for education. Sister Eileen Heath 
(1905-2011; pictured), St Mary’s first matron, is also the subject of a tribute-poem by Kathy 
(Mookanunganuk, p. 80).
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UNDERTAKEN BY ABORIGINAL PEOPLE IN 
ANCIENT TIMES IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA

GREAT  
JOURNEYS

FRANCESCA ROBERTSON |  NOEL NANNUP   |  JASON BARROW

A history of ancient Nyoongar land and people

Francesca Robertson      Noel Nannup     Glen Stasiuk     Stephen Hopper

BoodjaNyoongar
Nyoongar Boodja

Koomba Bardip Kooratan

Long Story Short
Nyoongar Land 

Batchelor Institute Press was founded in 2000 as the publishing arm of Batchelor Institute 
and in recognition of the need for a dedicated Aboriginal languages resources publisher, 
particularly relating to the languages of Northern and Western Australia. Since that time the 
Press has published over 300 titles along with a range of language-based resources including 
posters in a diverse array of Indigenous Australian languages on numerous subjects. The 
multilingual Sorry Day posters, for example (see p. 99), produced by the Press to commemorate 
the National Apology in 2008 continue to have strong appeal. 

A large share of the Press’s work has focused on developing educational resources for the 
documentation and maintenance of endangered languages. These resources often target 
early learners of a language as well as the educators who work with them. The Press has also 
published many academic works which foreground Indigenous voices and knowledges in the 
fields of history, sociology, education, and cultural studies, among others. In some cases this 
has been an opportunity to publish about Batchelor Institute’s own unique contribution to 
the philosophy and practice of both-ways learning. The Press has also partnered with fellow 
tertiary institutions who appreciate the primary focus of the Press on First Nations’ 
perspectives.

Following is a small selection of some of our most recent and enduring titles. For a more 
complete list, please visit our website: batchelorpress.com.au

In partnership with the Kurongkurl Katitjin, Centre for Indigenous Australian Education 
and Research, Edith Cowan University, Perth 

Nyoongar Boodja – 
Koomba Bardip Kooratan
(2017) is an illustrated 
history of Nyoongar 
people and land from the 
Dreamtime to approximately 
7,000 years ago. This work 
collates Nyoongar creation 
stories with Western 
scientific perspectives 
on geology and climate 
history.
Authors: Robertson, F., 
Nannup, N., Stasiuk, G, 
Hopper, S.

isbn: 978-1-74131-540-0
rrp: $20, 44pp

Combining Aboriginal 
(particularly Nyoongar) and 
Western perspectives both 
through its authorship 
and research, Moort (2021)  
provides an in-depth and 
timely account of the 
survival and dynamism of 
Nyoongar family-related 
and cultural practices in 
the face of colonisation 
and subsquent government 
policies relating to 
Indigenous Australians.
Authors: Robertson F., 
Nannup N, Coall, D., 
McAullay, D., Nannup, A.

isbn: 978-1-74131-369-7, 
rrp: $20; 144pp

Drawing on research from 
the Western Australian 
Aboriginal Journey Ways 
Project through Main 
Roads Western Australia, 
Great Journeys (2019) 
documents personal, 
traditional and 
archaeological 
knowledge relating to the 
main coastal and inland 
routes throughout the 
state over the millennia. 
Includes hand-drawn map-
based illustrations. 
Authors: Robertson, F., 
Nannup, N., Barrow J.

isbn: 978-1-74131-001-6
rrp: $20; 42pp.

from the PRESS
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marlu, muri, gunydjirri father;
walkiri man’s child;

babipi auntie (father’s sister)* 

wuwi brother; gulmigi younger brother
gardirti sister; djapa brother or 
sister; mar’mingi father’s father; 

marratja man’s son’s child*

ngatjitji mother’s father,  
father’s mother;  

migiri man’s daughter’s child 

muma, ngambirri mother rambirri woman’s daughter;   
gapirri woman’s son

muma, ngambirri mother; 
gaykiyi, ngapipi, bipi uncle (mother’s 

brother)*

gaykiyi, ngapipi, bipi uncle  
(mother’s brother)

miyidji, medji mother’s mother
gimnyirri woman’s daughter’s child

galikali spouse;  
nginipi husband, brother in law; 

nyanimigi wife, sister in law*

gurrung, djunguk mother in law,  
‘poison cousin’

gurrung, djunguk in law,  
‘poison cousin’  

(hold forearm when giving)

yukuyuku baby

Gurrurti Wurlaki 
ga Djinang

*Some signs are made on the side 
of the body. If you are referring to a 
woman use the left side, for a man 
use the right side.

Drawings by Jennifer Taylor and graphic design by Chris Storey.
Thank you to Crusoe Batara, Carolyn Coleman, Lena Djabíbba, Millie Djamuddjana, Raymond Walanggay England, Dorothy Galaledba, 
Murray Garde, Janet Gumbiyarra, Melba Gurrjarrwanga, Patrick Murtchana, Mary Na-barlanggarra, Trixie Nadjerrdjerr, S. Namundja, 
Eric Pascoe, Leonie Pascoe, Simon Pascoe, Margaret Rinybuma, Monica Wilton, Telina Wilton, Jennifer Wurrkidj, Lúrra Language and 
Culture at Maningrida College, Maningrida Arts and Culture.
Maningrida Action project coordinated by Margaret Carew and Jennifer Green, and supported by an Australian Research Council 
Award (DE160100873).

Indigenous Languages and Arts  

‘Language for an age of social distancing’: One of four sign language posters on the theme of 
kinship produced by Batchelor Institute Press as part of an Australian Research Council-funded 
project. Produced by Margaret Carew and Jennifer Green in collaboration with over 30 language 
speakers and language workers through the Lúrra Language and Culture, Maningrida College. 
Features Ndjébbana, Gun-nartpa, Burarra, Kuninjku, Kune, Wurlaki and Djinang languages. 
Available in various sizes.
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Compiled by: 
 Felicity Meakins
Patrick McConvell
Erika Charola
Norm McNair 
Helen McNair
Lauren Campbell

Scientific contributions:  
Glenn Wightman

Gurindji is a traditional Aboriginal language 

of the Victoria River District in the Northern 

Territory (Australia). Gurindji people became well 

known in the 1960–70s due to their influence 

on Australian politics and the Indigenous 

rights movement. They were instrumental 

in gaining equal wages for Aboriginal cattle 

station employees and they were also the first 

Aboriginal group to recover control of their 

traditional lands.

The Gurindji to English dictionary contains 

Gurindji words with English translations, 

illustrations and detailed encyclopaedic 

information about plants, animals and cultural 

practices. Also included is a guide to Gurindji 

grammar and an English index. This volume is 

ideal for both beginners and advanced speakers 

of Gurindji, for translators and interpreters, and 

for anyone interested in learning more about 

Gurindji language and culture.

Gurindji  
to English Dictionary

Gurindji language custodians:
Johnny Kijngayari Janama†
Blanche Bulngari Nawurla†
Marie Japanngali Nangari
Ronnie Wavehill Wirrba Jangala
Dandy Danbayarri Jukurtayi
Violet Wadrill Nanaku
Biddy Wavehill Yamawurr Nangala
Topsy Dodd Ngarnjal Nangari9 781741 312768

ISBN 978-1-74131-276-8

Includes grammar, English word finder  
and information on Gurindji language
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DOKUMENTATION BEDROHTER SPRACHEN
DOCUMENTATION OF ENDANGERED LANGUAGES

FUNDED BY:

PUBLISHED BY:

GURR-GONI
TO ENGLISH DICTIONARY

Language, Land and Song (2018) features the 
work of 45 contributors who highlight current 
practice, drawing on insights from anthropology, 
digital humanities, education, ethnography, 
history, linguistics and musicology. The book 
shows how the value of this multidisciplinary 
documentation has become more appreciated 
over the last 50 years. In doing so, it 
celebrates the achievements of Luise Hercus 
(1926-2018), a pioneer in the documentation of 
Australian languages.
Editors: Austin, P. K, Koch, H., Simpson, J.

isbn: 978-174131-325-3
rrp: $75, 496pp

Two examples above of the many Aboriginal language dictionaries published by Batchelor Institute 
Press. Gurindji is a traditional language of the Victoria River District in the Northern Territory. The 
Gurindji to English Dictionary (2013) contains Gurindji words with English translations, illustrations, and 
detailed encyclopaedic information about plants, animals and cultural practices. 
Compiled by various contributors.

isbn: 9781741312768, rrp: $49, 596pp

The Gurr-goni to English Dictionary (2015) features a language spoken by people in North-Central 
Arnhem Land, in and near the township of Maningrida. It has a small group of speakers however 
Gurr-goni children still learn their language and speak it at home and on country.
Compiled by Rebecca Green and Leila Nimbadja.

isbn: 9781741313079, rrp: $33, 358pp

In parnership with the NT Government and 
various Aboriginal community organisations, 
Batchelor Institute Press has been involved in the 
publication of numerous issues of the Northern 
Territory Botanical Bulletin. Each issue focuses 
on flora- and fauna-related language and 
knowledge from language groups such as 
Batjamalh, Emmi and Mendhe Plants and 
Animals (2015, Issue 44) which features languages 
of the Wadjiginy, Emmiyangal and Mendheyangal 
people of the north-west Top End of Australia.
Compiled by various contributors.

issn: 0314-1810
rrp: $35, 244pp
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Seeking Quality and Relevance in 
Education (2004) recounts the 
development of Batchelor College 
from a small unit within the NT 
Department of Education to the 
fully-fledged independent tertiary 
institution it is today. This book is a 
personal account from a former 
director of the College during the 
1990s, detailing the ongoing struggle 
“to ensure that Indigenous people 
have the same opportunities for 
education and development as other 
people, without having to 
compromise their own Aboriginality.”
Author: Ingram, J.

isbn: 1-74131-021-0
rrp: $45, 290pp

Yam
a-gara

13th February 2008
Nganki-ka damnganmardathin da mange wiye-dhangunu
ngumamnarra ngurninnarnbertkut-dha ngarra darrikardu
nanki kathu i damnganmardathin da putek kardu 
darrikardu, ku ngakumarl i murrinh ngarra nanki mere
the warda numabath 
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Darwin-based writer and activist Kathy Mills OAM was 
also instrumental in the formative push for Batchelor 
College. Mookanunganuk (2020) represents her first 
published anthology with 40 of her poems spanning 
a lifetime of writing on cogent themes. The book’s title 
pays tribute to Kathy’s Kungarakany heritage (referring 
to life cycle as symbolised by the waterlily) as do some 
of its poems, along with others reflecting her Gurindji 
heritage. All of the poems share in her enduring wit, 
wisdom and wordsmithery. 
Author: Mills, K.

isbn: 978-174131-215-7
rrp: $35, $45 (hardcover), 94pp

One of three commemorative 
multilingual posters designed and 
produced by Batchelor Press to mark 
the National Apology to the Stolen 
Generations, delivered by then PM 
Kevin Rudd on 13 February 2008. 

Available in various sizes
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from the ARCHIVE
While its name has remained constant 
Ngoonjook has undergone a few key changes 
since the launch of its first issue in July 1988. Given 
the journal’s revival with this issue after a 
decade-plus-long hiatus, it’s timely to look into 
the Ngoonjook archives to see how the journal 
has evolved: from the look of its masthead and 
wording of its subtitle to changes in production 
and editorship. 

Issue 1 July 1988
Batchelor Journal of 
Aboriginal Education
Editors: Carlien le Lacheur, 
Richard Geeves, David 
Morgan
Published and printed 
by the Educational 
Media Unit, 
Batchelor College
76pp, stapled

Issue 11, May 1995
Journal of Australian 
Indigenous Issues
Editorial Commttee: 
Michael Hermes 
(Chairperson), Patrick 
Anderson, Wayne Bynder, 
Helen Flanders, David 
Morgan, Pat Beattie, 
Michael Cooke, Margot 
Ford, Ron Stanton, 
Pat Torres
Printed by the Educational 
Media Unit, 
Batchelor College
68pp, stapled

Issue 12, July 1997
A Journal of Australian 
Indigenous Issues
Editorial Commttee: 
David Morgan (Coordinator), 
Sue Ah Chee, Pat Beattie, 
Prith Chakravarti, Karen 
Gillespie, Greg Hayward, 
Rob McCormack, Marie 
Melican, Donna Sullivan, 
Pat Torres
Cover artwork: Bush Bean 
by Toby Jangala
Published by Batchelor 
College
120pp, stapled

Issue 28, 2006
A Journal of Australian Indigenous 
Issues
Editor: Karen Manton
Editorial Commttee: Prue King, 
Dr Sonia Tidemann, Tom Ober, Karen 
Manton, Maree Klesch, Sean Ryan
Cover artwork: Untitled by Mary-Anne 
Michaels
Published by Batchelor Press
52pp, stapled

Issue 29, 2006
A Journal of Australian Indigenous 
Issues
Editor: Karen Manton
Editorial Commttee: Maree Klesch 
(Chair), Prue King, Dr Sonia Tidemann, 
Dr Greg Maguire, Nathalie Smith, 
Melodie Bat, Alison Reedy, Kathryn 
Brewer, Eleanor Hogan
Cover artwork: Ngapa - water 
dreaming by Abie Jangala
Published by Batchelor Press
80pp, perfect bound
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clockwise from top left: Dr Jola Stewart-Bugg (2021) 
with Patricia Anderson AO, Chair, Batchelor Institute Council;
Dr Joe Fraser (2019); 
Dr Jenny Fraser (2017) with Professor Mark Rose, 
Chair, Batchelor Institute Council

back cover image: Dr Kathryn Gilbey with Batchelor Institute graduates, 
Alice Springs, 2015
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